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From the Author

It is my intent that Tbe Sound: Parget $ound CD-EOPI Tutorial Guide be used by students and/or their
instructors as a tool for learning. Each section is driven by the content and emphasis on science literacy
found in The Sound CD-Ror	. Modeling activities are included throughout the text. They can be completed
in a cooperative learning environmen, individuaHy as classroom projects, or at home. The Tutoria  Guide
also includes "Connecting to the Experts" sections to provide Web sites and internal lmks with other parts of
the CD-ROM.

I have intentionally avoided assessment methods in the guide because of the broad range of applications for
many grade levels. But, I do recommend using a rubric approach for individual and group performance,
The "Write It!" sections will adapt well to peer review and six-trait writing assignments.

Please feel free to adapt this material for your classroom. You might consider using a LCD video projector
for the CD-ROM and an overhead projector with transparencies made from the TNtoria Guide for
classroom activities and instruction.

Although the product does not address all of the Washington State Essential Academic Learning
Requirements, it does present the content of a large portion of them. The best part of this product is that it
focuses student-centered learning on the science of our environment. Students will connect to the real world
around them and the dynamics of our own community.
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Preface

In his essay The Teaching of Science as Enquirer, Joseph Schwab provides one alternative to
traditional methods of science instruction, This method, dubbed "An Invitation to Enquiry," puts
the student at the center of learning and changes the teacher's role in the classroom.

invitations to enquirJ consist of individual problems of controllable length and
difficulty which take ogfrom particular passages of text and make use of uhat
the text has taught.  p. 96!

Teachers and students who engage in this invitation use real life problems to illustrate the
application of scientific knowledge. Science content takes on new meaning as students apply
knowledge in familiar settings. Most importantly, they gain a fresh perspective on issues that alect
them directly or indirectly.

I have used The Sound CD-ROM and the Tutorial Guide with preservice and practicing teachers with
great success. One of my favorite activities involves making connections between evervday household
chores and ecosystems in the Puget Sound. Using the CD-ROM, teachers learn about the potential
hazards of automotive products, paints, detergents, and other household chemicals. Once they
understand how these items aftect the environment, they then learn about proper waste disposal
and environmentally friendly household chemicals. I am always pleased by their enthusiasm for the
product and the sense of wonderment it inspires. They, in turn, have used the materials with their
students to the same effect,

Our goal is to inspire teachers and students to accept this "Invitation to Enquiry." To do so, science
educators need effective tools. The Sound is one of those tools. Enjoy!

Jose M Rios, Ph.D.
tiniversitg~ of Washington, Tacoma



1ntroduction

Welcome to The Sound: Puget Sound Nultt'medt'a CD-A'ON Tutorial Guide. This
guide, combined with the interactive CD-ROM, will help you learn more about the
very special place called Puget Sound. Place the CD-ROM into your computer and
follow the directions from the pamphlet in the jewel case. The pamphlet will tell you
what to do for your computer system.

Listen to the introductory note about the CD-ROM, and
then with your mouse click on the glowing map of
Puget Sound in the center of the picture. The tutorial guide
will help guide you through the CD-ROM and troubleshoot any
problems. There are four sections in the Tutorial: General,
Menus, Buttons, and Toolbar,

The General section covers performance issues that will help you get the most out of
The Sound, A Menus section explains how The Sound uses menus and menu
shortcuts. The Buttons section provides examples of the variety of clickable buttons
you wiH find in The Sound. 1n addition,!he Buttons section discusses features that
will make navigating easier. The Toolbar section explains what the Toolbar is and
how it can be used to provide short cuts for topics in the Tools menu.

To view the information provided in each section, select from the list located on the
left of the screen. Use your mouse button and click on the sections which will help

CX
you. To exit the Tutorial at any time, click the ~«'~~~~ button at the locker left, or
select a new topic from the menu.

PS Properties Ecosysterss Species Status Marine Solutions Recreation Tools

After you understand how the CD-ROM works, click on the Properties section from
the white Toolbar at the top left corner of the screen, and turn to the activities in
this guide.
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Properties

In this first section of the CD-ROM, we look at the physical properties that have formed the
water and land features of Puget Sound. There are four sections for us to have fun exploring
� Geology, Meteorology, Circulation, and Bathyme~. The Geology section will help
us understand how powerful forces have formed the Puget Sound area.

Before we begin, use a colored hi-lighter to mark the words from the list below which show
some form of action. Many activities shape the geology of the Puget Sound landscape.
When you have finished, click onto the Geology section and listen for the following terms.
Place a check in the box when you hear the narrator say the term.

Wrfte It<

Write a paragraph using 10 of the above words to describe how the Puget Souud landscape
was formed.

6'eological Processes

There are four buttons on the bottom of your screen.

roc,." Tater ' It .:-' Tera .

Geology

Do It.f

0 force

0 eroding
~ rivers

2 crust
2 ash
Cl basin

CI building
0 tectonic

CI carve

CI pushing
i3 ice

il streams

0 volcanoes
6 sediments

2 valleys
0 range
CI receding
9 alter

9 faulting
9 mountains

2 lowlands

IJ volcanic

0 glacier
0 processes

0 folding
2 glaciers
6 subducted

2 lava

2 estuarine

0 trip
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Click onto the first button Geological Processes with your mouse. You will see a diagrain
that shows an energy cycle. What other cycles do you know which are similar to this cycle?

Click on the right arrow -"~+ .. at the lower right portion of the screen to move
through the four pages of Geological Processes. Fill in the missing information in the
diagrmns below with information from the pages. Scroll back and forth until you have
found all the information.

8Clef'

Move to the next button at the bottom of the screen: ~~' Click onto Glacier
Tutorial. Read the screen and M in the definition:
A glacier is�
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Locate the blue Glaciers button at the bottom right corner of the screen. Click on the right
arrow button to start the tutorial. Read the six tutorial pictures. Label the following
diagrams as you see them labeled in the pictures on the CD-ROM.

Think about it!

After reading the tutorial can you explain what the term "ablation" means?

Where are the glaciers closest to where you live?
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How many glaciers are on Mt, Rainier?

What do you think happens to the glaciers during a record-breaking accumulation of
snowfall such as during 1999?

How do you think glaciers have shaped our landscape?

What evidence do you see that supports your ideas about the impact of glaciers?

Let's model it 

A glacier is a moving "river" of ice formed by high amounts of snow accumulating over
several years, compressing into ice, and then moving downhill under its own weight. Glaciers
are not composed of pure ice, but contain rock debris of all sizes and shapes.

How does snow change into ice? Snow falls in crystalline form, then rounds off and loses air
spaces between crystals. Air spaces make it white. Compression and selective absorption of
light rays make it look blue.

The weight of accumulated snow compresses the crystals and makes it denser, Density is the
ratio of the mass of an object to its volume, After a few months, by summer's end, the snow
becomes firn or neve, like wet sugar, and is very hard material. Firn is more dense than
snow, but less dense than ice. The density of fallen snow ranges from .1 to .3; firn is .55; and
glacial ice .89. The time required for firn to become ice varies from glacier to glacier,
depending on temperature, rate of snow accumulation and other factors, but on average,
after about seven years it "seasons" into glacial ice. When it begins to move, it becomes a
glacier!
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Gather the following materials:
Marble fudge ice cream
Plastic glove or sandwich bag
Chocolate chip cookies
Baking pan or cookie sheet
Marshmallow syrup
Plastic knife

Bowls and spoons

Procedure:

Adapted from "Making a Glacier" in EPA's Always a A'iver

l.

2,

5.

6.

7.

Every group should obtain the materials listed above except the marshmaHow syrup.
You are going to demonstrate how a glacier moves and carries rock and soil debris
with it as it travels,

Crumble 3-4 cookies onto the baking sheet or pan, The crumbled cookies represent
glacial till, materials such as rocks and dirt that are picked up, moved by the force of
a glacier, and deposited as rnoraines.
Place 2-3 scoops of ice cream on top of the cookies. The ice cream represents the
glacier. Although a glacier begins as clean snow, as it travels it picks up dirt and
rocks so it becomes streaked with dirt. The fudge swirls represent the "dirt" in the
glacier.
Place a plastic bag or glove over your hand and compact the ice cream. Notice how
the cookies stick to the ice cream. As more and more ice and snow fall on the

glacier, the weight causes the glacier to ooze, pushing the glacial till  cooldes! in aH
directions, creating terminal and lateral moraines, and carrying some of the oil
along with it. Using a plastic knife, cut crevasses into the glacier to show how the
surface of the ice cracks as the glacier flows over uneven bedrock.
To see the plastic movement of a glacier, warm up some marshrnaHow syrup or add a
little water to make the syrup runny. Then pour the syrup over the ice cream. Slightly
tip the cookie sheet and watch the glacier move slowly down the cookie sheet.
Observe the movement of a "glacier" and discuss how this is similar to the real
movement of a glacier.
You mav now divide the ice cream "glacier" into bowls and enjoy!
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Formation of Puget Sound

ieatiea

Move to the next button at the bottom of the screen: ~" ~ Click Formabon of
Puget Sound to pull up your next screen. Read the screen and M in the definitions:

An estuary is�

A fjord is-

Turn to page 2 by clicking the page button at the bottom of the screen. The CD-ROM tells us
about the formation

of lowlands. Study the map and see if you can figure,g f g '
out where the lowlands are and what cities might be
in the lowlands today. If you need a hint, go to the bottom of the screen and click the arrow
at Pnget Sound Today.

Read page 3 of the Formation of Puget Sound carefully. How did glacial erosion occur in
three different ways?

Have vou ever heard the terms "abrasion" and "fracture" used another way or in another
context? Give an example.

How did the glaciers carve out Puget Sound? Provide details from the CD-ROM.
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TbAzk about it!

After reviewing the tutorial, can you think of an analogy for a glacier? A glacier is like a
because

Let's model it/

Choose one of these activities to share with your classmates:
~ Make a poster to demonstrate your analogy.
~ Plan and demonstrate another model that might be used to explain how Puget Sound was

formed.

Describe your activity and how you wiH share it with the class:

Puget Sound today

Click on the Puget Sound Today button
at the bottom of the screen,

Read the screen and M in the definitions;

Grque:

Tan:

Arete:
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Col:

V-shaped valley:

U-shaped valley:

Horn-shaped peak:

Look at the diagram below and label the features with the information from the CD-ROM.

' The second page in Puget Sound Today provides a colored map of the
area. Study the map to locate the color key for indicating elevations. Fill in the chart below.

Color BlevaÃol

Blue
Green

Yellow

Yellow/orange
Orange

Locate the latitude and longitude numbers on the map. The map indicates that Puget Sound is
located in the area of to degrees West and to degrees North.

Locate the area where you live and give a general idea of what your latitude and longitude are
according to the map.

degrees West

10
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According to the color key, what is the approximate elevation of where you live?

What is the location of Seattle? W

What is the location of the Columbia River?

What is the elevation of the Puget Lowlands?

Click on the ri t arrow again and move to the third page of Puget Sound Today.

' Again, study the map to answer the following questions;

How many rivers run into Puget Sound?
What are the names of the basins?

What river runs between the cities of Tacoma and Olympia and flows into the Sound?

What is the city north of the Snohomish River?
What are the cities on the map?
Which city is the farthest north?
Which river is the farthest south in the state on the map?
Which river is the farthest north?

Connect to the exPerts

See the following Web sites for more information,

11
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Pacific Northwest Earthquake Information
http: //I! u u.geophys. washington.edu/SEIS!Pt '5~v/uelcome.html

Mount st. Helens Images 1980 - 1986
http: //I!ulcatt. ur.usgs gou/lJI slideset.html

Meteorology

In the second section, Properties, we look at
the mesoscale features that influence our weather.

Steve Pool, a KOMO TV weather forecaster, is the guide through this section. Click on the
figure of Steve Pool to navigate from screen to screen.

Do 8'

Click onto the Meteorology section under the Properties menu on the task bar, Listen and
ftll in the blanks below.

Why are the features referred to as "mesoscale"?

Read the information on the screen and complete the hsts:

ThAzk about ft 

Mouse click each weather personality to get answers
to frequently asked Puget Sound weather questions.

Why is our weather so hard to predict?

12

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

1.

2.

3.
4.
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What does the weather usually do on an early
summer morning from 6 a.m. � 12 p.m.?
What is a "westerly flow" ?

What does the weather usually do in the afternoon from 12 p.m. to 8 p.m.?

Where does the wind usually blow from in the evening?

What usually happens to the weather after the sun goes down
between 8 p,m. to 12 a.m.?

Why is it calm between the hours of 8 p.m. and 12 a.m.?

What happens as night falls over the Puget Sound region from 12 a.m. � 6 a.m.?

What causes convergence to occur at night?

What instruments are used to forecast Puget Sound
weather?

Where is the Radar Surveillance system used in Washington
located?

What are two types of sateHites used to forecast Puget Sound weather?
1.

2.
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What are the three types of buoys from the screen?
1.

2.

3

What is the Web site containing information collected at moored
buovs?

What is the difference between Discus Buoy and a NOMAD
Buoy?

What data do the buoys collect?

What is a C-MAN Site?

What type of data does a C-MAN gather?

What are the Web sites written at the bottom of the C-MAN screen?

Didn't it used to snow more?

Circle the year that recorded the most snowfall in the last lifty
years? 1969 1972 1949

Circle the year that recorded the least amount of snowfall?
1953 1963 1985

What seems to have been the greatest impact for producing snowfaH here in the Northwest?



What's that cloud on top of Mt, Rainier that
looks like a flying saucer?

Does it really rain all the time around here?

What are the months of highest precipitation?

Where is the area in the rain shadow?

What is the annttal precipitation in Olympia?
What is the annual precipitation in Tacoma?
What is the annual precipitation in Seattle?
What is the annual precipitation in Everett?
Where does the most rain fall?

Why doesn't it rain as much in Port Angeles?

So, what is a convergence zone?

Let's model It!

Let's build a weather station. Find a flat area where you can assemble your instruments safely.
It should be an area that won't be disturbed by others. Pair off into teams so that all of the
following instruments can be built and used for collecting weather information:

Storage rain gauge
Dust fall jar
Wind vane

Anemometer

Hygrometer
Thermometer

Storage Rain Gauge

Gather the following materials:
One tall straight-sided can  about 16 cm tall! for the gauge
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Heavy motor oil  approximately 5 ml.!
Ruler

Water

Procedure

Pour 5 ml. of heavy motor oil into the can/gauge. The oil will prevent water from evaporating
from the gauge, Add enough water into the can to make a depth of 3 cm, Use your ruler to
check the depth. Record this starting depth.

Place the gauge in your weather station facing the open sky. Secure the can with heavy tape
or string so that it will not blow over but can be removed and emptied.

After a heavy storm, or after a week of light rain, insert the ruler into the can and measure
the depth of water. Subtract the starting depth �-cm! from this measurement. Record the
amount of rainfa0,

Empty the gauge by tipping it gently sideways and pouring oI nearly all the water. Hold back
the oil with the edge of a ruler. Leave 3 cm of water in the bottom of the can to reset your
float of oil.

Continue taking measurements at periodic intervals. After each reading, reset the level of oil
in the rain gauge by adding or subtracting water in the gauge to the ori~jnal starting depth.
Clean the ruler after each use.
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Building a dust fallj ar

Gather the following materials.
A wide mouth gallon jar
I tablespoon of Clorox
Graduated cylinder �00 or 250 ml.!
Balance scale  ask your teacher to help!
Scissors

Any smaH filter bag  coKee or vacuum cleaner bag!

Filter, secured with rubber band

Gniton tnr

Procedure

Thoroughly clean a gallon jar.
Fill the jar full with water and mark the level. The amount of water is not critical since only
the mass of the particles trapped will be measured, Add I tablespoon of Clorox to the water
to inhibit algae growth.

Place the jar on the exposed top of the weather station. Record the date. I.et the jar stand for
30 days. If the water level falls below the mark, add more water.

After 50 days, remove and discard leaves, paper and other large objects that may have fallen
into the jar. Filter out the particles and remove them, then determine the mass as follows:

Cut a circle out of the filter bag about three inches larger in diameter than the top of the jar.
This will be your filter. Weigh and record the weight of this filter before going any further.

Place the filter over the top of the jar and secure it with a rubber band.

Turn the jar upside down and pour the contents on top of the Alter. Allow a minute for any
moisture to drain through the filter. Dry the filter paper and particles  dry in an oven, under
a bright light, or in the sun, but avoid losing any particles!.

What is the weight of the contents on the filter after they have dried? Record your answer:

What is the mass of the particles?

17
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Subtract the mass of the filter paper from the mass of the Alter paper and particles. Record
your answer: How much did the filter paper weigh?

What factors might make the results different?

Butlding a I fnd vane

Gather the following materials:

Three-inch Bnishing nail
One-half of a straight drinking straw
4" x 4" square of wood, any depth over I/2"
Pen,index card
Tape, hammer
Compass
Portable fan

Procedure

Find the center of the block and mark it. Carefully hammer the nail into the center of the
block, so it is straight. Mark the block with the four cardinal directions  north, south, east,
and west!. Use the index card to create a large arrow to catch the wind. Tape the arrow
securely to the straw, so that the straw will pivot  turn! freely without brushing the board
when the straw is placed over the nail.

Think about the following statements. Discuss them with your team and determine how to set
up the wind vane. Prepare to explain to the class how the wind vane works and how it is
useful as a weather prediction instrument.

A wind vane indicates the direction the wind is coming from. How might this help you
predict weather? Think about the sources of moisture and the air temperature where we live.

Determine where the wind vane should be placed to be the most elfective. Think about how
buildings, trees, hills and other obstacles may acct the wind direction. Does it make a
difference how far above the ground the wind vane is placed? Test some of your theories.

Does the shape of the arrow alter the eH'ectiveness of the wind vane? Experiment with
dil'erent arrows using a portable fan as a wind source. Determine whether other materials
might make an arrow that would last through various types of weather.

18
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Building an anemometer

Gather the following materials:
Two ping-pong baHs, cut in half
Four Popsicle sticks or tongue depressors
One-inch cube of wood with small hole driHed halfway through one side
Four upholstery tacks
Eight-inch piece of stiff wire  coat hangers work well!
Picture mounting tape
Marker or colored tape to mark one half of the ping-pong ball
Clock with a second hand
Hammer

Frocedure

The base of the anemometer is the side of the cube with the hole. Use the carpet tacks and a
hammer to secure the Popsicle sticks to the cube, making sure they are aH at the same level
and horizontal  level with the base of the cube!. Use the mounting tape to stick each of the
ping-pong baH halves to the end of the Popsicle sticks. The open ends of the ping-pong balls
should aH face the same direction.  See illustration.!

Mark one of the ping-pong baH halves with colored tape or a marker so you can count how
many times the anemometer turns. Place the wire in the base of the wood cube. How weH
does the anemometer turn?

Think about the following statements and questions. Discuss them with your team and
determine how to calibrate your anemometer. Prepare to explain to the class how the
anemometer works and how it would be useful as a weather prediction instrument,

An anemometer measures wind speed. You have marked one cup of the anemometer to
enable you to count how many times the instrument rotates in one minute.

19
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hot tap water, or have water boiling on the stove?! Check with your teacher or other
responsible adult before conducting your test.

Do aH types of hair react the same way to humidity? Does the length of hair make a difference
in how much the hair stretches or shrinks due to changes in humidity? Set up a system to test
your hypothesis. Would this hygrometer work with hair from another animal such as from a
horse's mane? How could you find out?

BNilding a tbermomeIer

Gather the following materials:
One clear non-bendable drinking straw
One Im canister with lid
Water, food coloring
Sealant  modeling clay, silicon caulking,
or hot glue!
Ruler
Small Phillips screwdriver, punch, or some way to punch a hole in the film
canister's lid!.

Procedure

Punch a hole in the center top of the film canister large enough for the straw to Bt through.
Insert the straw. The bottom of the straw should rest just above the bottom of the canister
when the lid is on. Fill the canister with water  about three-fourths full!, Add a drop or two
of food coloring. Put the lid-with-straw on the canister. Use your mouth to draw the water
about halfway up the straw, The water must stay halfway up the straw after the Alm canister is
sealed. Seal the hole around the straw, then seal around the rim of the lid and make the
container airtight.

Find a suitable location such as a flat surface outside or a window-sill for your thermometer
and secure the ruler to a wall or other support, making a scale for the thermometer. Record
the "temperature" reading from the ruler.

Think about the foHowing statements. Discuss them with your team and determine how to
calibrate your thermometer. Prepare to explain to the class how the thermometer works.

A thermometer measures temperature. The amount of air and water trapped inside the
canister and lower half of the straw will not change, but it can expand  take up more room!
and contract  take up less room!. When the temperature rises, what will happen to the level

2l
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of the water in the straw? Is there a method to test your thermometer, to be sure that it
works? Discuss how well your thermometer would work in very hot or cold weather.

Barometric pressure will also affect the level of the water in the straw. The greater the air
pressure outside the canister, the more it will push down on the canister, forcing more water
up the straw. How does this knowledge affect the reliability of your canister thermometer?
Think of a way to minimize error introduced because of changes in volume due to air
pressure.

Connect to the experts

See the following Web sites for more information,

htt://w~.atmos. washin ton.edu

htt:ll~.atmos. tvasbin ton. d data
htt .//uww.wrh, noaa. ovtSeattle

htt://tv ~.komotv,com/weather/i xhtml

Circulation

In this section of the CD-ROM, we explore why circulation is important in Puget Sound. We
will learn about the upwelling of nutrients, mixing of sediments, flushing of water out of the
Puget Sound into Pacific ocean currents, how agencies use their understanding of circulation
to reduce man-made pollution, and how boaters use their knowledge of circulation to save
time and fuel when navigating Puget Sound. First, let's look at the meaning of some of the
terms used in the CD-ROM.

Do i'

Before we begin, use a colored hi-4ghter to mark the words from the list
below which show some form of action. When you have finished, click on
the Circulation section located on the upper toolbar and listen for the
following terms. Place a check in the box when you hear the narrator say
the term,
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NrAe It 

Write a sentence using 10 of the words above to describe why circulation is important.

At the bottom of the screen is a button with a map
of Puget Sound on it. Click the map button,

then click the Circulation Tutorial,

Read the text and watch the direction of the traveling
arrows. After you have studied the model once or
twice slow the process down by clicking onto the
numbered buttons located on the bottom left of the

screen. Fill in the text below:

1. and rainfall deliver fresh water to the surface.

2. Ocean water enters Puget Sound over the entrance at
Admiralty Inlet �% of incoming ocean water enters Puget Sound through Deception
Pass!.

3. Tidal action, winds, and surface currents mix the water with the
 saline! ocean water creating "brackish" surface water. The brackish

water is less dense than ocean water and floats on top of the ocean water creating a
, which becomes the primary force for the net surface outflow of

fresh water and the net inflow of ocean water.

4. Thenet of water pulls  entrains! several times its own
volume of the underlying salt water along with it,

5, Deeper water, as a consequence, flows landward from the Strait of Juan de Fuca to
replace the salt water in the surface outflow. Net flow changes
from seaward to landward at a depth of approximately 50 meters.

6. Amajor fraction ofthe 1s downward at the

sill at Admiralty Inlet and is diverted back into Puget Sound rather than going out to the
Strait of Juan de Fuca. That diverted water begins another cyde through the Main Basin.
The recycled water may represent half of the total deep water
Such recycling lengthens the retention time of water  and pollutants! in the Puget Sound
water system.

The Circulation model button at the bottom right center of the screen allows you to
simulate the input of high rainfall. You can follow the tidal cycle by watching the incoming
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ocean water  red! at the left of the model. Remember there are two incoming and two
outgoing tides each day. Click on the right arrow inside the model button.

Tb&sk about it!

If an oil spill occurred outside Commencement Bay in Tacoma, where would the oil go?

How are sediments and pollutants from the Skagit River dispersed in the Whidbey Basin?

How can boaters use circulation patterns to their advantage while boating?

Lookfng to the experts

Coastal upwelling and downwelBng
This section has been Pro~'ded br Tom MNrPhree from the National Oceanic''artnership &@gram and
the United States Nmp 's NaurJProj ect

In some coastal areas of the ocean, the combination of persistent winds, the Earth's rotation
and shoreline orientation can produce vertical seawater circulations. In regions where the
wind transports near-surface water  the surface layer up to about 100 meters thick! away
from the coast, it is replaced by water that rises from below. This process is called upwelling.
In other regions where the winds move near-surface water toward a coast, water sinks. This
process is called downwelling.

The Earth's rotation will deflect water moving horizontally everywhere except at the equator.
This deflection is called the Coriolis effect. It results in the net transport of near-surface
water in a direction about 90 degrees to the left of the wind flow in the Northern Hemisphere
and about 90 degrees to the left of the wind's bearing in the Southern Hemisphere. Persistent
winds blowing in directions other than perpendicular to coastlines drive near-surface water
away from or toward land, resulting in upwelling or downwelling respectively,

Coastal upwelling and downwelling affect ocean temperature, chemistry, and biology.
Upwelling delivers cooler nutrient-rich water from below into sunhght leading to an increase
in biological productivity, Most Asheries are located in areas of upwelling water. In areas of
coastal downwelling, the layer of warm, nutrient-deficient water thickens as water sinks.
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While this reduces biological productivity, downwelling transports heat, dissolved material,
and oxygen-rich surface water downward in the coastal ocean.

Coastal upwelling and downwelling also influence weather and climate. Along the northern
and central California coast, upwelling cold water contributes toward the frequent
production of summer fogs. Along the west coasts of the African and American continents,
upwelling cold water inhibits development of tropical storms and hurricanes. Seasonal
upwelling and downwelling moderates the climate along the west coasts of the Americas.
Along the coasts of Ecuador and Peru, economically disruptive episodes are associated with
the occurrence of the atmospheric-oceanic event called El Nino. During these episodes when
upwelling is absent and at times replaced by downwelling, fisheries are drastically reduced.

Upweliing and downwelling areas are of major research interest in search of the global links
among wind-driven surface currents, density-driven circulation, and the atmosphere. It is
possible via this mechanism that small changes in upwelling and downwelling may influence
not only the ocean, but also weather and climate variability on a planetary scale.

Basic understanding � the role of the wind

l. Unequal heating of the atmosphere by underlying ocean and land surface is primarily
responsible for atmospheric circulation,

2. The friction between moving air and the ocean surface helps produce the broad-scale
horizontal water movements of the ocean's surface, called surface currents. These
currents tend to resemble the patterns of the surface winds.

3. If the Earth did not rotate, the friction between moving air and the ocean surface would
push a thin layer of water in the same direction as the wind, but at only a fraction of the
wind's speed. This layer in turn would drag the layer beneath it and put it into motion.
This interaction would continue downward through successive ocean layers, like cards in
a deck, each moving forward at a slower speed than that of the layer above,

The role of the Earth's rotation

1. Since the Earth does rotate, the shallow layer of surface water set in motion by the wind
is deflected to the right of the wind's direction in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left
of the wind's direction in the Southern Hemisphere. This deflection is called the
Coriolis effect,

2. Except at the equator, where there is no Coriolis effect, each layer of water put into
motion by the layer above is turned in direction because of the Earth's rotation.
When viewed from satellites in space, the changes in current direction and decreased
speed with increased depth form a spiral called the Ehnan spiral.

4. Although the motion of the surface layer can be up to 45 degrees to the right or left of the
wind direction, the Elean spiral phenomenon results in the direction of net transport of
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IJpwelling

Downwelling

1.

2.

3.
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water  in the top 100 meters or so of the ocean! to be approximately perpendicular to
the wind direction.

There are regions of the ocean where the winds and surface currents cause surface water
to move away from an area and be replaced by the upward movement of colder water
from below. This upward movement is caHed upwefling.
In coastal regions, upwefling can be caused by the transport of water away from the coast
by winds blowing more or less parallel to the shore. The moving of water away from an
area is caHed divergence.
The Coriolis effect acting on the westward flowing equatorial currents  near, but not at
the equator! moves surface water away from the equator, to be replaced by water from
below, This process is known as equatorial upwelling.
UpweHing occurs along the west coast in the Northern Hemisphere when the wind
direction is from the north because the net transport of near-surface water is away from
the shore, Winds from the south cause upweHing along the east coast in the Northern
Hemisphere,
Upwefling occurs along the west coast in the Southern Hemisphere when the wind
direction is from the south because the net transport of near-surface water is away from
the shore. Winds from the north cause upwelling along the east coast in the Southern
Hemisphere.
UpweHing delivers cooler nutrient-rich water from below into sunlit surface regions,
leading to an increase in biological productivity. Most Asheries are in areas of upweHing
water.

There are regions where the winds and surface currents move surface water towards an
area, causing the surface water to pile up. In response, near surface water sinks. This
downward movement is caHed downweHing.
In coastal regions, downweHing can result from the transport of water towards the coast
by winds flowing more or less parallel to the shore. The process of water moving towards
a barrier, or water masses moving toward each other, is convergence.
In regions of convergence, the piling up of the warm surface waters near the coast leads
to downweHing. This thickening of the nutrient delicient surface waters leads to a
decrease in biological productivity,
DownweHing is a mechanism that transports heat, dissolved material, and oxygen-rich
surface water downward.
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Impacts of upwelling and downwelling

1. The prevailing summer winds bring cold upwelling water to the northern and central
California coast and help produce frequent summer fogs.

2. Upwelling along much of the west coast of the African and American continents leads to
colder water in the eastern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans inhibiting development of tropical
storms and hurricanes because of relatively low sea surface temperatures.

3. Upwelling influences the cLimate along the west coast of the Americas. The upwelling cold
water is partially responsible for reducing the annual temperature range of coastal
localities.

4. Upwelling and downwelling are investigated as part of the global connection among wind-
driven surface currents, density-driven deep circular currents, and the atmosphere.

5. Research into upweHing and downwelling may help to identify the mechanisms by which
changes in weather influence upwelling and downwelling. It may also reveal how
changes in upwelling and downwelling can influence not only the weather, but also
climate and climate change on local, regional, and global scales.

Let's model It!

How can we model upwelling and downwelling of currents with inexpensive items? This
activity investigates coastal upweliing and downwelling by looking at the combinations of
coastline orientation, persistent wind direction, and Earth rotation that produce them.

Materials:

Photocopy of the "Model Ocean Basin" diagram  pg. 31!
Scissors

Paper brad pins
Red and blue colored pencils

Follow the directions below. Use the model to explore upwelling and downwelling. Read the
statements and then circle the correct choices to complete the statements. Use the scissors
to cut along the dotted Line. Separate the sections. Use the pencils to color the arrows in the
bottom diagram marked "W" for  warm! red, and those marked "C"  for cool! blue.

The top diagram represents the ocean surface with a vertical cross-section through a model
of the ocean basin. If desired, this can be seen better by folding the diagram along the
intersection of the ocean surface and the vertical cross-section, and placing the diagram so
the vertical cross-section is hanging oE the edge of a table.
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According to the cardinal direction arrows in the upper left hand corner of the top block
diagram, the west boundary of any ocean basin is the land's eastern western coast and
the east boundary of any ocean basin is the land's coast

Use a pencil to poke a small hole through the centers  each marked with 0! of the two
diagmns, Lay the top diagram  Model Ocean Basin! directly over the bottom diagram
 arrows! so the center points of the two coincide. To hold the two together, place a paper
brad pin down through the holes at the center of the diagrams.

Hold the top diagram stationary while twisting the bottom diagram through all four positions.
Since there are two diferent hemispheres, each with two different wind directions and two
different coasts possible, the total number of different combinations of hemispheres, wind
0, d 0 SI 0 tl 9000.

On Earth, away from the equator, surface water sent in motion by the wind will be deflected
by the Earth's rotation. This deflection is called the Coriolis eNect. Turn the bottom diagram
until a Northern Hemisphere combination appears, that is, an "N" appears in the upper right
window. Compare the wind direction and the direction of the near-surface flow. If desired,
this can be seen better by orienting yourself so that you are on the tail of the wind arrow

Itt hS.th - 0' 0 I 0 90d, th ~IS fth
direction.

Predict the direction of the near-surface flow produced by wind blowing from the opposite
direction in the same hemisphere. Your prediction is that the near-surface flow will be about
90dl Ih ~tffl fh ddl 0

Predict the direction of the near-surface flow produced by wind blowing from the opposite
direction in the same hemisphere. Your prediction is that the near-surface flow will be about
lldS Ih ~tl lt fd dd

Now to check your prediction, rotate the bottom diagram until the "N" appears in the
window. From what you have learned so far in this activity, wind-driven near-surface flow in
h 0 Nh tl IPh I 0 9000 0 009IIISISI Ifh ' ddt

Repeat the last three steps, but this time for the Southern Hemisphere. Again, predict and
note the direction of the near-surface flow deflection from the wind direction. The wind-
driven near-surface flow in the Southern Hemisphere is about 90 degrees to the Lrightj
~left of the wind direction.

When wind transports near-surface water away from a coast, it tends to be replaced by cooler
water from below in a process called upwelhng. Rotate the bottom diagram to a position
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18rections for Model Ocean Basin

After constructing this device, hold this ocean view steady while turning the "wheel"
underneath to diferent Northern and Southern Hemsphere wind-direction positions. Note
changes in water flow.
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Bathymetry

In this last section of Properties, we look at the features that shape the main bodies of water
in Puget Sound. We will learn what bathymetry means, the physical properties of Puget
Sound, the four major basins of the Sound, and what we inight encounter if we took a trip
across the seafloor of a basin.

Do It~

Gick on the bathyine~ button on the toolbar
at the top of the screen. Listen to the narrator and
read the text. Click on the words Defining Ltthyrne~ in the top left of the screen. Mouse
click on the terms in the center of the screen to answer the following questions:

What does bathymetry mean?

What is a basin?

What is a sill?

What is a tide flat?

What is a delta?

What is a channel?

What are points?
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Write itj

Use your mouse to click on the Parget Sound Below
Sea Level button located in the upper right portion
of the screen. Click on the following terms:

water area

total volume

shoreline length
average depth
mean tidal exchange
current speeds
river discharge

Study the colorful screens as you pull up the terms.
What is the total water area of Puget Sound?
What is the total volume of water in Puget Sound?
How many miles of shoreline surround the Sound?
What is the average depth in the Sound?
What is the mean tidal exchange?
What is the average current speed in the Sound?
How much discharge do the rivers flowing into Puget Sound
deposit?

Write a paragraph using all of the terms to describe the features of Puget Sound.

ZMek about it 

Use your mouse to click on The Four Ltsias of
Puget Sound button located in the lower left portion
of the screen, This section describes the four basins
of Puget Sound, Pro61es are used to illustrate bathymetric features.
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Mouse-click the basins from the map to the right. Use the Sho~
Profiles button on the lower right to make the profiles visible. When the
profiles are visible, mouse-click a profile to view a cross-section
along that slice of Puget Sound. Fill in the blanks below with
information from the dialog boxes next to the maps.

Hood Canal Basin is the and least complex of Puget Sound's subdivisions.
Geographically, the entrance to Hood Canal opens westward from between
Tala Point and Fouhveather Bluff. The entrance sill is farther west, between South Point and
Lofall. is just over 165 feet,

The Whidbey Basin contains the waters eastward of Whidbey Island and is the
largest of the four subdivisions of Puget Sound. Whidbey Basin is more properly a term of

than one of oceanography or bathymetry because there is no obvious
across the entrance.

Geographically, the basin has subdivisions because of the presence of Camano
Island in the center of the area, Skagit Bay in the north, Port Susan in the east, Possession
Sound in the south, and Passage in the west.

Skagit Bay is the of the Whidbey Basin subdivisions with a mean depth of
only feet. From the shallow east end, it deepens westward toward Whidbey Island.

Saratoga Passage contains water separating Whidbey and Camano Islands,
Opening southward from the shallow waters of Skagit Bay, the main channel in Saratoga
Passage deepens fo between Sandy Point and Camano Head near its
southern end.

Port Susan contains the deeper water of the Whidbey Basin between Camano and Gedney
islands and the . The northern end is relatively shallow and is being filled
by deposits of the Stillaguamish River.

Possession Sound lies between the
and the deeper water of the

ends of Saratoga Passage and Port Susan,
Basin of Puget Sound.
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The portion of the Hood canal system between Foulweather Bluff and the southern tip of
Toandos Peninsula is termed the Hood Canal entrance. The of deeper water in
the Hood Canal Basin extends from Dabob Bay southward to the region of Potlatch and Annas
Bay, The Hood Canal entrance joins this deep, linear feature from the northeast about

of the distance between Dabob and Annas bays.
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Bathymetrically, it is more properly a portion of the Main Basin since there is a
of the deeper channel of the Main Basin northeastward into

Possession Sound.

The Whidbey basin is a contrast between the islands and the
mainland. Most of the island shoreline is backed by and hilly terrain,
as is part of the mainland. The extensive and

of the river deltas on the mainland are backed by very flat
terran.

The largest subdivision of Puget Sound is the , which covers about 45/0
of the area and holds about of the water for the whole system. The Main Basin
extends miles from Admiralty Inlet to , and
is connected with the Strait of Juan de Fuca via Admiralty Inlet. The deepest water in Puget
Sound, over, is in the Main Basin just south of the Kingston-Edmonds ferry
route. The Main Basin may be considered as two parts with sharply contrasting bathymetry:
Admiralty Inlet and the Central Basin.

Admiralty Inlet extends from the entrance sill of Puget Sound to the southern tip of
. The sill in Admiralty Inlet, which is only 215 feet at its

point, lies between the north Quimper Peninsula near
and Whidbey Island north of Admiralty Bay. To the southeast the water deepens into a

- de6ned basin east of Marrowstone Island.

The Central Basin extends southward lrom Whidbey Island to Commencement Bay. It is
in area and volume than Admiralty Inlet and is the of the

subdivisions of Puget Sound. At the north, it connects with Admiralty Inlet and extends
northeastward to connect with the Whidbey Basin between Possession Point and the
mainland. At the south, it connects with the Southern Basin through

near Tacoma. The western shoreline is considerably more
complex because of the presence of two prominent west channel islands,

and

The bathymetry and onshore of the Main Basin has had a major
impact on commercial development. Major have two principal
requirements: close to shore, and to the

. These conditions are best combined on the eastern shore of the

Central Basin. The deep water, close to the shore and shoreline indentations at
and Bays, provides shelter for anchorage and

docking.
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Opening southward from The Narrows, the Southern basin of Puget Sound is the historic
. Captain George originally identified the

region but detailed exploration and mapping of its many miles of inlets, passages, islands,
and interconnected waterways, was carried out by his lieutenant,
The Southern Basin has significantly more shoreline than any other portion of Puget Sound,
with much of the complexity due to the presence of several prominent and
shallow

The entrance sill of the Southern Basin is in The Narrows, a short, steep-sided passage that
provides the only access between the Southern Basin and the . The
deepest connection over the sill is just less than , and the main
channel deepens rapidly southward to a maximum depth of

east of Balch Pass.

The Southern Basin is deepest along curving channel, extending from between
and islands southward, then westward around Anderson

Island, and northwestward into southern case Inlet. This channel is being
upon by the outbuil hng delta of the

Carr and Case Inlets, though similar in appearance, are quite
different. From the shallow north end of Carr Inlet the channel deepens southward through
Henderson Bay and contains a large area where depths are greater than
The of Carr Inlet is 165 feet, which is relatively deep, indicating
some degree of of the principal channel. The presence of Fox
and McNeil islands adds to the complexity of the shoreline at the southern end of Carr Inlet,
Case Inlet is shallower and more complex than Carr Inlet, Case Inlet is broader and has
more gently sloping lateral

A distinctive portion of the western part of the Southern basin lies south and west of
Hartstene Island and is generally the portion of the entire Puget
Sound system. and characterize this region. The passages are
open at both ends and separate the two major islands from the mainland. In response to the
Southern Basin's large tidal range, the passages are frequently subject to strong tidal
currents. In contrast, the inlets are open at end and are characterized by
large inter-tidal areas resulting from the combination of large tidal range and gentle slopes
associated with inlets,

Shorelines in the Southern Basin are backed by with gentle slopes,
beaches are common but occur in a number of

localities, perhaps more commonly in the passages and in]ets at the southwest.
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Use your mouse to click on the Puget Sound
Seafloor in the lower right portion of the screen.
Take a trip down the central basin of Puget Sound.
Use the buttons below the screen to start, stop,
and pause the movie.

When you have completed your trip return to the main menu bar at the top of the screen to
begin your introduction to Ecosystems.

Connect to the experts

htt:// sc.a l,uashi~ ton.edu

htt:/mew.0 dc.noaa. ovum ima e/2minrelt'e.html
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EcoSySteIOS

In this section of the CD-ROM we look at the ecological riches of Puget Sound. There are five
sections for us to have fun exploring: Habitat, Food Webs, Watersheds, Wetlands, and
Animal Populations. The Ecosystems section will help us understand how the many living
creatures in the Puget Sound area depend upon one another.

Do it!

Before we begin, use a colored hi-lighter to mark the words on the list belovv
that refer to something living. When you have finished, click on the Ecosystem
section and select the word "Ilabitat' from the menu. A narrator will give you information
about the habitats of Puget Sotmd. Read and listen for the follovving terms. When vou are
ready click on the green right arrow buttons from the bottom left portion
of your screen. You will be given more information about habitats.
Check the box when you come to the terins below.

Write it!

Write a paragraph using 10 of the above words tltat refer to things that live in a river estuary.

Habitat

There are five sections under the Ecosystem task bar button. Click on the Habitat button
and listen as the narrator defines a habitat. What is a habitat?

J plant
~'U animal

J rivers

<J krill
J basin

I J concrete

J sturgeon

J rock»
J habitat

J lives
J liiie»

J stream»

J predator
CI cod

J beache»
C3 sculpin
I J plankton
l J cattails

J powwoA
J non-point
J al.gae

U»allnon
J indian»

J prey
J species
J kelp

pollution
U tutefisk

' J II! Inke %hale

D processes
J meadosvs

J el'lgrass
J Dali's porpoise
J water»hed
Q estuarine
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As you view the screen, you will see a series of pictures showing a varietv of habitats in the

Puget Sound area. What do you recognize in the pictures?

CBkI igh 1 b«d'i h 1 Imp
screen. Continue clicking the arrow to see several screens showing the Duwamish River
Estuary. Let's explore how the estuary has changed over the last 150 years. Color in the
diagrams with the information from the pictures. Move back and forth with the buttons until
you have found all the information.

Fill in the following chart for comparing the changes in the Duwamish River Estuary between
1854 and 1985.

What single source has had the greatest impact on the Duwamsh River Estuary?

What are the four things that need to happen for a large-scale restoration of the habitat?
1.
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%'hat is the name:used condition of the estuary closest to where you live' 

Connect to the experts

See the following Web sites for more information.

Vational Fstuarine Research Reserve System
http.//tnlc~t.geo sc.edu/j'DB/home.btml
http;//uveu~. ocr'. nos. nocto.got,lnerrlu~elcom, htmt

Food Web

Click on the Food Web under Ecosystems with your mouse.
Read about the Food Web and then look for the green Food
Cycle button. Click the button located at the left of the screen.
Listen as the narrator gives you information about the Food Cycle.

What is a food ~veb?
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Food Cycle

Fill in the missing images from this simpliAed view of a food cycle. The driving force is the
energy provided by the sun. Plants transform the sun's energy into food. Although some
plants are eaten directly by animals, most die and decay. This decayed materia! is then
consumed by micro-organisms, insects, crabs, and shellfish that are, in turn, eaten by fish
and birds. This complex chain of predation makes up a food web.

What is a producer in the picture?

What is a consumer in the picture?

After studying the pictures tell us "What is a Food Cycle" ? What does the picture mean by the
statement, "Flow of Energy" ?
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Look for the blue button at the bottom left of the screen. Click on
the button and read about Energy Flow. After you' ve read the first portion in the b!ue box,
click on the little blue arrow below it to proceed to the rest of the
information, There are two pages about Energy Flow, Fill in the
diagrams with the missing information. Move using the buttons.

Practically aH energy used by living organisms originates from the sun. Autotrophic
organisms, organisms that make their own food  plants!, convert the sun's energy to
carbohydrates. The maximum solar energy avai!able to the biotic community on earth is the
amount captured by photosynthesis. In this process, the sun's energy is transformed into
chemical compounds such as carbohydrates suitable to maintain aH other life forms. But
energy flow through the food web is not efficient. Seventy-five to 95 percent of the energy at
each level is lost to the next consumer. Ecological efficiency, therefore, has the "10% rule."
On average, only 10% of the available energy is successfuHy transferred from one level of the
food web to the next. The low eKciency of the energy transfer accounts for the decreasing
number of organisms at higher levels of the pyramid. Fill in the missing information in the
pyramid diagram.
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Let's model it!

A food web is a group of organisms linked by a complex set of feeding relationships in
which the Aow of energy can be followed from primary producers through consumers.
Organisms interact with one another, prey an4 feed on one another, and transfer energy as
food from food-producing autotrophs through a web of heterohophic constuners.
Nearly all are ultimately dependent on sunlight an4 photosynthesis.

Let's make a model to represent the Food Cycle an4 the Flow of Energy from one organism to
the next. There are several steps to this model. First, you will need to research the organisms
listed in the prey/predator chart. Look for information about what the organism preys upon
to meet its energy needs. Then look for the predator that needs the organism.

Use the information to fill in the chart below.
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Let's take it a step further

On a 4x5-inch card, add a picture of each one of the above organisms. You could draw
them yourself, copy them from a book, or take one from the Internet. On the other side of
the card, write down the predator, what preys upon it and what the organism consumes.
Take the cards and tape them on a large waH to begin what wiH become a picture of a
wetland. After you see aH of the organisms on the wall draw the wall chart on paper. Draw a
green hne from each one of the organisms to what it eats and a red line from what might eat
the organism. Colored pencils work well in this model. Or, you could take this one more step
and play a game with your friends.

To play the game, each friend receives a few of the cards. Punch two holes in the top
corners of the card and tie a string through them so they can be worn as a necklace. Have
your friends make a circle. The person with the sun card begins by tossing a ball of yarn to
the other organisms. AH participants hold a piece of the yarn each time the ball is passed to
them. The baH should go back and forth weaving a web in the middle of the circle. The web
shows a good picture of how everything depends on something else for a source of energy.
Then have one person drop their line and puH out of the circle. Everyone connected to them
must puH up the slack. It will become obvious that with even one piece missing out of the
food web the energy cycle is incomplete,

Connect to the exPerts

See the following Web sites for more information.

Seattle Aquarium Educator's Guide
http: //u um.selu.corn/bio/scuttle/links/anima&.html
http: //awe. Seattleaqttari utn.org/exhibits, httn
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watershed

Click on the Watershed section under the Ecosystems button. Watershed has a picture of
Puget Sound and four buttons on the left, which look like these:

pit ~l t  !

e.s, ee

P i o

%~if'OWE ~@it'

Listen as the narrator discusses watersheds. How does she describe a watershed?

~ ~

I

Click on the water cycle button at the upper left portion of the screen. It
describes the hydrologic cycle. On the right section of the screen are the processes
involved in the cycle, Fill in the blanks for the processes below:
E

P

T

C

I

P

Click on one of the processes to fill in the blanks for the deAnitions;

The process in which water penetrates the underlying ground layer becoming part of the
underground aquifer is called

When water is released through the leaves of a plant, the process is called

When water falls to the Earth as rain, mist, hail, sleet, or snow it is called

If water passes into and through the surface ground layer, which acts as a Alter for soil
particles and pollutants, it is called
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The process of water converting into vapor is called

When water turns from its vapor state into liquid it is usually in the form of fog or dew and
called

Think about it 

Whv is the water cycle considered a ~global process?

How does our water cycle in Puget Sound impact the globe? Of you need help, click
on the button in the lower right corner for more details.!

Click on the next button located at the upper left portion of the screen, Watershed
Protection. Listen to the narrator discuss why we need to protect our watersheds. What
does she mean when she says "we aH live downstream" ?

Click on the button in the lower right corner. You will see a picture of a little
community. Read the information to answer the following questions.

What is point source poHution?

What are possible point sources of pollution in the picture?

What are nonpoint sources of pollution?
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What are possible sources of nonpoint pollution in the picture?  Click on the little arrow at
the bottom left of the screen for more details.!

How is the watershed in the picture being protected?  Click on the "T" icon in the CD-ROM
for answers.!

Return to the main menu for Watershed by clicking on the Introduction
button in the lower left of the picture. Click on the next button on the left of the screen,
"Our Drinking Water." Read the quote from David Cavagnaro along with the narrator.

Write about it.~

Write a story about a water molecule as it falls from the sky and eventually ends up in a glass
of water for someone to drink. If you aren't good with words, you might want to make the
story from pictures. Use your imagination, and make sure you use information you have
learned in the CD-ROM to provide details for your story.

Let's think about it some more/

<PP-."<~' Click on the detail button in the lower right corner of the Drinking Water
.R db Ibp~ ~ I' 8 Ih kN tth b "0

Drinking Water."

What municipality owns the drinking water you receive from your faucets?

Study the diagram called "Water Quality" in the upper right section of the screen.

What are the three minerals that might be placed into your water!
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Which of the minerals helps lessen the contaminalion of leatl in our pipe»",

IVhich mineral helps eliminate bacteri;<, v'iruses. and other diseases",

%'hich mineral helps prevent dental disease'<

Study the pie chart at the bottom right section of the screen to help fill in the chart:

Let's model it.'

%'hat can we do to model or illustrate a svatershed" .Perhaps the following model will work
for you.

Gather the following materials:
W".ster-soluble blue pens
Permanent black marker»

 ,'olored water-soluble markers

Two sheets of white paper per roup of two students
 ,'hoose a classmate to do the initial construction of the watershed.

Procedure

1. The person vvho is constructing the svatershed picks up one ol' the pieces of paper and
holds it the long wav with both thumbs in tlte middle of the paper.

Z. Crumple the paper.
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Answer the following questions with your teammate:
Count the actual number of watersheds.

How many did your team find?
How did vou locate them?

What area might be picked for the location of a dam?

Explain your reason for the placement of the dam:

How would that change this watershed for human use?

Which areas of your watershed should not be developed and why?

L «4 bl ~b h i% .hd

Click onto the last button located at the lower left of the screen. It is called "Puget Sound
Watersheds." Listen to the lyrics from Joni Mitchell's song.
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3. Now open the paper up, but do not straighten it out completely. Tape it onto tlie other
piece of paper so it looks like a relief map,

4. Use the water-soluble blue pens to mark along the tops of RIDGES.  Mark these heavily.!
5. Use Permanent markers to:

a! Predict where lakes will form when it rains.
b! Predict where the main rivers will run through the valleys.

6. Use the colored permanent markers to draw in towns.
r. Use the colored permanent markers to put down roadways.
8. Brainstorm about what might be included on the map for your town  railroads, water

treatment plants, etc.!.
9. Discuss your reasons for the development of your towns and roads.
10. Predict the number of watersheds on your map.
11. Use spray bottles to spray the models with mist until runoff occurs.  You inight want to go

outside for this part of the activity.!
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;.:~:,",:;K.;,-:.,:- Click on the detail button in the lover left of the screen. You will see a map of the
Puget Sound vvith 70 watershed locations, Locate the watersheds where you live and those
that connect to your watershed. List your watersheds below:

Read the information on the left of the screen about

Puget Sound Watersheds. Click onto the bottom left
arrow below the informatIon to move through the next
h p g .I...RISII, h; f, h f Il,i gq

Why is watershed planning important for managing the quality of our water?

Vivat is the Nonpoint Rule  WAC 400-12!?

What phase of compliance is your community watershed in now?  See the appendix of
resources to contact the Puget Sound Water Quality Action Team for current information.!

Return to the top of the screen to click the Wetlands button under the Ecosystem section.

Connect to the experts

See the foHowing Web sites for more information.

http //u wujgorpcomlgorp/resource/us mtional+ark/ualu ld mrnp.htm
http: //'tvwu~. halcyon. corn/rdpaynelnps-wetkrnds. html
http.//um u', wa,gov/ecoloy/sea/shoreian, html
http: //dnr. metrokc.gov/
http: //splash. metrokc.gov/tvir/mapindex htm
http://uveu. epa.gov!ouou:/
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Wetlands

Click on the Wetlands section under the Ecosystem button.
The Wetlands screen has an animated picture of a wetland and lily pad
buttons around the screen. Click on the upper left button to read
about wetland characteristics.

What is a uetland?

The major wetland gyes in Puget Sound are bogs, swamps, fresh marshes, and salt marshes,
Click on the arrow to discover each wetland tIye. Each is unique and can be defined by its

tp

water, soil, and vegetation.

Wetland inhabitants

Select from the lily pad buttons at the bottom of the screen to explore wetland inhabitants
further.

After viewing the screens, describe what you would expect to see in a wetland.

Find the county where you live by clicking on a
county from the map to the left of the screen. To get a
preview of a Wetland Walk in your community, ro11 over
a yellow diamond; this will also turn the diamond green.

To select a Wetland Walk, chck when the mouse is over a selected,
or green diamond. To view a new Wetland Walk, roll over a different
ye1low diamond. To view a different county's Wetland Walks, click
on a new county.
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Which wetland did you select?

What are the characteristics of a wetland in your county?

lVetland values

Today, scientists recognize the environmental benefits that wetlands provide and the
importance of preserving this valuable resource. Click on the lily pad button to list eight ways
that wetlands are valuable.

l. 5

2. 6.
3. 7.

4. 8.

Wetlands protection

The Puget Sound basin has lost approximately 70% of its original wetlands. Factors
contributing to wetland loss or degradation include: urban development including ports,
industry, highways, housing and commercial projects; agricultural activities; forestry
practices; dredging to make ponds and lakes; draining; diking; ditching; storm water runoff;
nonpoint poHution; and the introduction and invasion of non-native species. In the coming
decade, population growth will sublect%'ashington's remaining wetlands to intense
development pressure. The future of our remaining wetlands depends upon regulatory
protection and community action devoted to the preservation of this valuable resource.

Laze and citizens groups

There are no single, comprehensive laws to govern wetlands, nor any single agency to
regulate all wetland matters. There are, however, a number of federal, state, and local laws
that address wetjand issues. These laws are administered by several di8'erent agencies, each
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with specific responsibilities and jurisdiction. Federal and state regulations currently in force
do not cover aII wetlands or all activities associated with wetlands. Local laws, which may be
more comprehensive in their coverage, vary widely from place to place.

Presemation or gankzatkons

Many nonprofit organizations at the national, state, and local levels are engaged in preserving
wetlands. Explore the CD-ROM to find them.

Name a national organization.

Name a state organization.

Name a local organization.

Connect to the exPerts

See the following Web site for more information.

National Wetlands Inventory  NWI!, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
http: /lu I, ~. nwi fu s.gov/text. html

Popu1ation

Click on the Population section under the Ecosystem button.
The Population screen has four sections that discuss World Population,
li.S. Populations, Washington State Population, and Puget Sound
Population, The text and narration provide information about exponential growth theories,
Listen as the narrator discusses populations. Predict future populations.

What do you think the world's population will be in the year 2010?

What is the reason for your answer?
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Species

In this section of the CD-ROM, we look at the biological diversity found in
Puget Sound. There are seven sections for us to have fun exploring: Plants,
Plankton, Shellfish, Fish, Mammals, Birds, and Humans. This section
provides information about many common species in the Puget
Sound region. This is not a complete list. Additional species information
appears in other sections of the CD-ROM.

To see the Species categories, roll over each section tab with the mouse. Select a category by
clicking one of the tabs. If at any time you want to return to the beginning of the Species
section, click on the brown button that looks like a book. When you want to end your
session, click the button in the bottoin right corner that looks like a group of pictures.
Click the button to end the session.

Do it!

Before we begin, gather some colored pencils � green, blue, purple, red, orange, yellow,
and brown. Lightly draw a line through the words in the following chart. Use a green pencil
to highlight the words you think relate to Marine Plants, blue for Plankton, purple for
Shellfish, red for Fish, orange for Marine Mammals, yellow for birds, and brown for humans.

When you have finished, click onto the green tab marked MP for Marine Plants.
Read to discover the terms in the section and correct your marks on the boxes.
Proceed through the index looking for the correct terms and their color code.
Check the box when you come to the term.
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Protista

Ll Tentacles

CI Sole

0 Cod
2 Carnivora

0 Grebe
Crab

2 Sculpin
il Clams
J Diatom

J Krill

3 Holdfast

Fauna

0 Cetacea

6 Scavenge
Herbivore
Pipefish
Sea Star

Sturgeon
0 Bivalvia
0 Shrew
2 Cattails

J Sea Pen

Eelgrass

0 Osteichthyes
CI Cormorant

CI Spines
CI Valves

0 Gastropoda
0 Loon

CI Pink Scallop
Cl Polyps
0 Aves
0 Stickleback

I3 Invertebrates

0 Spartina

0 Chordata

Phaeophyta
Dunlin

Red Phalarope
0 Predator

Chiton
0 Wolf Eel

0 Cephalopod
0 Hermit Crab
0 Pigmentation
2 Phytoplankton
0 Zooplankton

~ Diggers
CI Abalone

Cl Pinniped
~ Anemone
~ Clams

Cl Cup Coral
CI Copepod
Cl Mollusca

0 Kelp
Cl Bull Kelp
Cl Lilies

CI Autotroph
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late it 

Marine Plants

Use information from the CD-ROM Glossary, Species section *
and a textbook to fill in the following classification key:

MeaNinNgme

Kingdom:
Phylum:
Phylum:
Phylum;
Kingdom:
Phylum:
Subphylum
Class:

Subclass:

Basic characteristics include:

Think about i'

Click on the green tab button,
to read the information about green algae. Use the information kom the CD-ROM to fill in
the blanks in the following sentences:
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Write a paragraph using 10 words from the list to discuss living things that might be found as
you walk along a shoreline of Puget Sound.
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Most green algae are found in water. The most common marine green algae
are . The are thin, bright green transparent sheets
that are two cell-layers thick. Often floating mats of are found in quiet
bays or on shorelines. make significant contributions to the total
energy available on the earth.

Proceed by clicking on the next tab marker.

Again, using the information from the CD-ROM, 611 in the blanks in the foHowing sentences.
Vken you see the next tab marker, move on to the next sections to think about the other
forms of Marine Plants.

Most of the seaweeds found in the zone are
types of brown algae are and

for attaching themselves onto other objects. are
often found in large amounts located closely off shore in beds, Often these are referred to as
forests. Kelp have distinctive to keep their long structures floating
close to the surface water and sunlight.

algae. The two
Both of these have

These plants are the most of the marine plants in deep water. They
have , which enable them to absorb the blue and green light
that penetrates into deep water, Some appear as pink or red, but some are so dark they
appear and can be mistaken for brown algae. Some have a

material, which can encrust or branch. These are referred to as
algae because they look like some forms of coral deposits.

This species of algae receives its name because it looks like a . It is
also referred to as , The large ball or bladder on the surface end has

groups of long bladed fronds attached. It also has a to attach
onto the bottom of the ocean. Strands may be over long. Many species of
fish and marine mammals choose kelp beds as their

Brown algae form dense networks of interconnected structures caHed
which attach these plants to the bottom or to other objects. The structure forms an ideal

place for small marine animals like , and
many of various marine species. The kelp holdfast habitat also provides
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for many grazing animals like sea urchins and . These beds
can be damaged if overgraze in the area and eat the holdfasts of the plant.

This plant is and abundant on sandy or muddy sea floors. The
form a tangled mat within the seaAoor which and

a habitat for a variety of organisms. Large areas of eelgrass are excellent
environments for many species of and . Their leaves
are often covered with other kinds of and

The common name for this grass is grass. These grasses are tough
grasses along a shoreline. They can tolerate content in

the soil. They form or islands and often grow over a in height,
Spartina is native to the U.S. and coasts. This
plant has established itself in coastal and parts of Puget Sound
displacing and migratory bird habitat in the Bay.

Let's model it!

First, deAne a holdfast:

Many of the algae of Puget Sound survive the challenging conditions with their holdfasts.
Let's simulate kelp holdfasts, subjected to the Puget Sound water's surging motion, to
determine what design features stand up best to waves.

Nonnative species arrive in coastal and estuarine waters like Puget Sound all the time. Human
activities such as transporting water in ships, importing live marine
organisms for , aquariums, or can
increase the rate of species introductions to coastal areas. Exotic species can also enter into
our waters when marine plants are used as and when
someone disposes of in local waters, Some non-
native species or die oN quickly; others 6t easily into the
ecosystem. Sometimes they native species and may cause disruption of
the food web. Examples of non-native species include:

, and the
crab from California,
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You will need the following materials for each model:
Pipe cleaners
Twist ties

String and yarn
Glue gun, glue, and a glue stick
Tape
Soap-free textured metal scrubbers  e.g., Brillo .!
1 Gallon plastic milk container

Procedure

1. Gut the top o6 the gallon plastic milk containers so that the handle remains intact. Fill
each container with a little more water than wiH be necessary to cover the holdfast.

2. Take one metal scrubber to serve as the rock bed and the items of your choice from the
list above to make your best holdfast, attaching the materials to the metal scrubber.

3. Place your holdfast in one of the containers of water. In front of your fellow classmates,
so that everyone can see, subject each holdfast to wave action by shing the container
from side to side, Record the results on the classroom chalkboard, noting the
construction material used by each team. Which holdfast s! stayed intact longest?

4. Keep the holdfasts submerged in water for a day or two and repeat the test again. Which
holdfast s! are stiH intact? Record your information.

StiPes Let's model againl

Vow let's test the tensile strength of different materials to stand up to wave action, Let's find
out what properties allow stipes to withstand moving water.

First, define a stipe.

You will need the following materials:
Thin rope, twine, and/or string
Yarn

Paper and plastic straws
Pencils

Other stiA materials

Plastic Gallon milk containers

Non-hardening clay shaped into 1.5" balls
5 + quarts of water to cover the stipes
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Procedure

1. With the materials, construct replicas of stipes. When completed, the stipes should be
inserted into stabilizing clay balls, and then placed in the bottom of the milk container.

2. Add enough water to the container to fill it 3/4 of the way full, and subject your stipes to
wave action.

3. Record your test results, noting the construction material used by others in the
classroom. Was any damage done to the stipes by the moving water?

4. Keep the stipes submerged for a day or hvo. Conduct the wave action test once again.
Which stipes are stiH intact? Record your results.

Let's looks at kote kelp plaats float

Kelp plants need floats, called pneurnatocysts, to keep their leaf-like blades at an angle,
permitting greatest absorption of sunlight. Use various floating devices to simulate
pneumatocysts and blades. Test their buoyant properties by subjecting them to wave action as
in the other experiments.

You will need the following materials for making pneumatocysts and blades.
Water to cover the pneumatocysts and blades and the plastic gallon milk carton
Cabbage or lettuce leaves
Very smaH baHoons and/or Styrofoam . peanuts
Glue or glue sticks
Twist ties or string
Non-hardening clay
Tape
Paper clips
Scissors

Plastic straws

You wiH be trying to position the simulated kelp blades to float in three different zones: deep,
middle, and surface water.

Procedure

l. Use the materials to make three identical simulated blades and pneumatocysts,
2. Connect these to a straw at three dilerent levels using twist ties, string, tape, clay or

paper clips.
3. Test the buoyancy of the blades by anchoring the straw to a ball of clay, then placing the

clay ball and straw in the milk container.
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4, Add water. Subject each container to wave action and record your results, noting the
construction materials you used.

Extensions: A Forest Floor

Make replicas of giant kelp and suspend them from the ceiling of your classroom, Fill the
kelp forest with models of animals inhabiting different zones. Kelp often has a translucent
appearance. Think of ideas that would help you model a giant kelp forest.

Connect to the exPerts

See the following Web site for further activities.

http: //seauifs.gsfc. nasa.got/OCR' PL4XET/HTiVL/education lessonl.htm
http.//seavifs.gsfe. nasa.govlocean+lanet. html

Flankton

Use information from the CD-ROM Glossary, Species section "'"""", and a textbook to All
in the following classi6cation key:

Neanin

Kingdom:
Phylum:

Kingdom:
Phylum;

Basic characteristics include:

Think about it!

Click on the blue tab button to read the information about Diatoms, Part 1.
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material.

Proceed by clicking on the next tab marker.

Again, using the information from the CD-ROM draw a picture of the shapes of the diatoms,

Cosoino discusTriceratium

Click the next tab marker to move on to the next sections to think about the other forms of
Plankton; complete the fill-in-the-blanks in the sentences.

Most of the dinoflagellates are . They are and make their
own food. Some are animals. are whip-like appendages that help propel
the dinoflagellate. DinofiageHates move in the water column. They stay between

to meters during the day and night. Some dinoflagellates are
meaning they glow in the dark. Some are responsible for a
called paralytic shellfish poisoning.

, eating by engulfing"Forams" are not in Puget Sound. They are
their food as an amoeba does.

These animaLs are the

, a group that
. Most

They have skeletons that are like a tiny
zooplankton species in Puget Sound, They are

also includes crabs, lobsters, and shrimp. Their body is shaped like a
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Use the information from the CD-ROM to M in the blanks of the following sentences:
There are more than species of diatoms, Most are round. Some resemble two

halves fitted together. They are primarily made of, a glass-like
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copepods reproduce in the . The largest copepod in Puget Sound is
, about the size of a grain of

This zooplankton group is the most abundant in Puget Sound. The
are the staple food of salmon and seabirds in Puget Sound and are

also eaten by baleen whales in the Arctic and Antarctic. It may take up to a
for them to reach maturity and they live for years or more

Basic characteristics of all the planktonic organisms studied in the CD-ROM include:

Let's model Pt  Making an ocean drifter

How do tiny plants and animals, which need light, maintain their position in the water
column if they are heavier than water? How do tiny drifting animals keep from sinking to the
bottom?

Gather the following materials:
Pictures of phytoplankton and zooplankton from the CD-ROM,

books, Internet sites, or magazines.
Clay, plastic vials, nuts, bolts, nails, toothpicks, wire, strings, Styrofoam. pieces,
cooking oil, film cans, aluminum foil, coKee stirrers, straws, glue, hot glue gun
Five-gallon buckets of water
Stopwatch es

Procedure

l. Observe the pictures of the phytoplankton and zooplankton from your resources. How do
you think they move in the water?

2. Observe their shapes, projections and behaviors. Most plankton are heavier than water
and tend to sink. How do they stay up in the water? Some plankton have long
projectIons or antennae. Some have tiny little hairs, How can these little
projections affect their movement through eater? Arms or legs are an example of a
projection on a human body. How do our arms or legs affect our movement? When you
run through water, do you run faster with your arms spread out or folded up?
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3. With the materials, design a model of a plant or animal that is just barely heavier than
water.

4. Test your organism in a sink or filled ten-gallon fish tank or large bucket.
5. Add projections to your model to slow its rate of sinking. The model should slow its rate

of sinking by increasing its resistance to movement through water with the long
projections or hairs, and sink slowly because it swings back and forth as it goes down.

6. After practicing, construct individual or team models with the materials. The best models
will stay suspended about 1-3 inches below the surface of the water and not sink at all.
Use the stopwatches to time the speed of sinking. Limit the time of the experiment and
announce a contest for the slowest sinking model at the end of that time.

The best way to hold the contest is to gather around a large bucket where everyone can see.
A large trash can of water will work, although not everyone will have a good view. What do
you think makes a successful winner?

Connect to the experts

See the following Web sites for more information.

Plankton Data

http:/lwww. node. noaa.gov/General/plankton, html

The Plankton Net

http: //www.uogue/ph.ca~zoologylocean

Secrets@sea

http: //www.secretsatsea. org

http: /Iwww. diver. net/pasdette/index-01.shtml
http: //uww. diver. net/pallette/shoupic.shtml?004
http: //+me.diver. net/paulette/showpic.shtml?029
http: //umvv.excite,sfu.cafspiashl3dliblbulkeli.htrn
http;//www.upperlepedge.corn/books/wildZ95.htm
http: /lu ww psmfc.orgl-wife/pub/kelp/no3/
http: //www.ca/poly.edu/-delta/Delta/I'lants.html
http.//ceres. ca.govlcereslcalu eblcoastai/plants/algae, html
http: //ceres.ca.gov/ceres/calweb/coastabplants.html
http./lseawifs.gsfc. nasa.gov/SEA 1VIFS. html
http:llseaueed.ucg.ielseaweed.html'
http: //www.bio.hw.ac. Nk/marine/DN/ALGAEHTM
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Shellfish

Use information from the CD-ROM Glossary  located on the toolbar!, Species section
en~is" - � ~averte~ra~cs and a textbook tp jjH in the foHpwing classification key'.

Common lerm3'arne

Kingdom:
Phylum:
Class:

Phylum:
Class:

Class:

Class

Class

Phylum:
Class:

Class:

Class:

Basic characteristics include:

Think about It 

Click on the purple tab button to read the information about abalone.

Proceed by clicking onto the next tab marked
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Use the information from the CD-ROM to M in the blanks of the following sentences:
The northern abalone is the only member of this genus found intertidally io the Puget Sound
region. Abalone can be up to cm long with a surface.
Abalones are ; they use a , a flexible tongue-
like organ, with rows of horny teeth, to tear up plant material and draw it into their mouths.
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Again, using the information from the CD-ROM, 611 in the blanks of the following sentences;
When you see the tab markers, move on to the next sections to think about the other forms of
she15sh, and 1111 in the blanks in the sentences.

The most common Puget Sound species of sea anemone is the
Sometimes it attains a height of cm or more. Its color range is , tan,

, and related colors, and it feeds primarily on . While
most sea anemones have thick tentacles, has hundreds of small tentacles
and the number increases as the animal grows. This species is abundant where there is not
much wave action, especially under and in

Ranging in color from to to and nearly
, large specimens of this sea star are cm in diameter, with

arms that are long in proportion to the disk. It is the main predator of float fauna such as
, other bivalves, and

Chiton can be found on the shores of Puget Sound. The chiton is up
to cm long with an elongated shape. The upper surface is covered by

separate, overlapping shells and its underside is a
color. It cannot withdraw into its shell, but it can clamp down tightly to a rock, leaving little
of its body unprotected.

A variety of shellfish are found in the Puget Sound region and are sought by recreational
. Among these varieties are

! arid . Thelargestis . Manyofthese
are susceptible to carrying  PSP!, which is harmful to
humans. To harvest shellfish safely, call the and watch the beaches for
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One of the most beautiful animals in the interddal zone has a bright disk and a
column with almost tentacles tinged with orange. It is supported by an external

skeleton, which supports the body and the partitions in the
cavity. This animal is generally found in and the

of ledges, rather than in exposed places.

species of hermit crabs in the Puget Sound region.
is the one likely to be found intertidally. It is abundant in
between and under , and under masses of
. It has a body length of . Large specimens can be recognized

by the on the antennae and or blue around the base of the
segment next to the claw on the second and third legs. Most hermit crabs feed on

, but may also scavenge on dead animal and plant material.

There are over

Two species of kelp crab are common in Puget Sound. is the largest of the
species. Their coloring is primarily with a bit of or orange
Of worked in. This makes kelp crab di5cult to see, since their color closely
matches the kelp habitat where they hide. The upper part of their shell has a few sharp spines
that hold bits of seaweed which also aid in their

Frequently seen in areas and on , Chalmys has a shell up to cm
high with radiating ribs roughened by . Most scaHops lie with their

against the substratum, and may be down by a mass of
filaments secreted by a , Their collect microscopic
food from water through the open shell. When moving away from a predator,
the scallop its repeatedly to itself away from danger.
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Sea cucumbers are large common to Puget Sound's intertidal and
areas. They have tentacles around the mouth that are

feet specialized for . The most common species,
, can reach inches in length. This species has a

coloration, and is covered with pointed, fleshy . Only the
are considered edible.

Sea urchins are like sea stars. They display distinct, Ave-part-
symmetry, have a solid shell, and mobile spines that are attached to

on the shell's surface, are used for

and for catching pieces of and other food sources. A remarkable chewing
apparatus, called , consists of five whose sharp tips
converge in the center. The teeth chop the food brought to the mouth. Sea urchins in Puget
Sound may be, purple, or , Each has a different

Sea pen coloring is from a pale to rich . The lower half is in
, the upper half is extended into a series of branches, each bearing
polyps which capture small animals from the water flowing through the

structure, The sea pen can reach cm long. The species,, is prevalent
sub tidally throughout Puget Sound and sometimes seen at the shore during low tide.

Connect to the experts

Link in The Sound CD-ROM to Recreation for more information.

htt .//my',uo uel lr.ca/zoolo ~/ocean/

http: //u u u, node. noaa.goelGmeral/plankton. html
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Fish

Use information from the CD-ROM Glossary  located on the toolbar!, Species section

Fish - 'Artehrates , and a textbook to fill in the following classification key:

Common TermName

Kingdom:
Phylum
Subphylum;
Class

Basic characteristics include:

Tbfnk about it 

Click on the red tab button to read the information about English Sole,

sole have a

with eyes on the
pale to white.

Proceed by clicking on the next tab marker.
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Use the information from the CD-ROM to 61l in the blanks of the following sentences: This
ranks among the top three species caught by commercial trawlers. English

, compressed, bodies up to " in length
side. The top is dark to , the underside is
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Again, use the information from the CD-ROM to fiH in the blanks in the following sentences;
When you see the tab marker, move on to the next section to think about the other forms of
Puget Sound fish.

This species is valuable for and commercial fishing. They are up to, and
lbs, or green coloring. Ling cod have a mouth, the

lower projects beyond the upper, and the jaws have very sharp . They
feed on large , and . They range from Kodiak Island, Alaska, to

, California in deep water to fathoms.

This species of pipeflsh is well for its habitat, beds in shallow bays. It
grows up ," is very slender with a long . The pipefish family
includes the . A unique feature of this family is the male's
The female deposits the in the male's for incubation and

The rockflsh reaches a length of " with 4-5 dark . Ithasa
moderately sharp , and a lower projecting beyond the upper

. There are many species of rockflsh in Puget Sound. Rockfish prefer
and other hiding places and they are commonly observed by

Sculpins are a large family of
small to moderate size. Their

. Most reside in water and the

zone. Several species are to fresh water far from the sea.
species of sculpin have been seen in Washington waters.

- dwelling fishes in a wide variety of forms, froin
are placed on the

Over
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The stickleback has a scientific name of . Thelocal
species is up to " in length, color with a silver . Three spines
are present along the dorsal spine; bony are often found along the . They
inhabit marine,, and fresh waters, and range from the Sea to north
California. This small fish lives in coastal areas. They spawn in or

. The female deposits on a nest built by the male. The
remains with the eggs and fry until they can fend for themselves.

The species has a ion
with many interesting projections. Coloring is
below. They live in water to fathoms deep.

body up to " in length
above and to orange

Local species of greenBngs include , and
. They are elongated, slightly, to with spots.

' in length. The kelp greenling spawns in the fall depositing a mass of
The guards the eggs. Greenlings feed on

, polychaete, and small

The Wolf Eel grows to
wounds

point. Coloring is
wrecks with large

in length, and if molested, may and cause
The wolf eel is elongate,, and to a

or with dark . It inhabits reefs and
, and can be found from Alaska to California. It feeds on

! afld
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Connect to the experts

Link in The Sound CD-A'OPf to Recreation for more information.

See the followingWeb sites for more information.

University of Washington Fish Collection
http //artedi fish.uashington.edu

College of Ocean and Fishery Sciences, UW
http: //www. cofs. washington.edu
bttp://fisheries fu s.gov/

National Marine Fisheries Service

bttp;//' kingfish.ssp.nmfs.gov

Sea World Fish Archives

http: //www.seaworld.org/Fishes/introduction.btml

Gyotaku;Japanese Fish Printing
http: //wwu.art. unt.edu/ntieva/artcurrj/apan/gytaku.btm
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Marine Mmnnals

Use information from the CD-ROM Glossary  located on the tool bar!, Species section

a textbook to gl in the following classification key:

Common Neae At1Vame

Basic Characteristics include.

Thick about it!

Click on the orange tab button to read the information about Dali's Porpoise,

Use the information from the CD-ROM to 81 in the blanks of the following sentences:

swimmers. The

aH over,
, the

They feed on
fishes. Its known

predators include the

Proceed by clicking on to the next tab marked
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Kingdom:
I'&yam.
Subphylum:
Class:

Order:

Order;

Order:

The Dali's porpoise grows to
species has a wide variation in
some with a large
tail has a pronounced

feet long. They are
, some shiny

white patch. The dorsal fin is
above and

! and
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Again using the information from the CD-ROM, AH in the
blanks of the following sentences. When you see the tab marker,
move onto the next section to think about the other forms of Marine Mammals,

The Gray whale is in color. It is often found in shallow bays of
and throughout the Sound. It has no distinct An, its are
mottled. Its body often is encrusted with . Most of the population

from Alaska to California to and then return to Alaskan waters to feed.
Some individuals remain resident in Puget Sound for many years. Adult gray whales are

feet long.

The most frequent - backed whale in Puget Sound is the minke whale.
These animals are more common around the . Sometimes this species
feeds near and . Itis to black on top with a
distinct . Adult whales are feet in length.

"True" seals have no ears and their

on . %1hen ashore, they have to
their stomachs. Sea lions have small external and their
can be brought under their bodies so they can with a rolling gate. "True" seals
are never found far from , while sea lions are often found on shore. Sea
lions and seals often leave their on the beach while the mother goes to sea

, Ifyou find an pup on the beach, please leave it
. The will be for it.

along on
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The orca whale   ! is found worldwide and is identifiable by its
distinctive and coloration and prominent An,
The dorsal An is much larger in than in females. They usually travel in
family groups called , Adult orca whales are feet in length. Most of
the orca population can be found around the Islands.
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The harbor seals are "true" and are often seen at the

They tend to in groups and wiH maintain a distance of several feet
between individuals. Harbor seals dive to feet on dives lasting up to

. They can grow to feet in length and weigh as much as
pounds.

This species is less common in populated areas and prefers more beaches and
sites. The elephant seal is a true seal and is seldom found far from

Female elephant seals have been measured diving as deep as feet and can remain
submerged for over . They can recover with less than minutes
between dives. The seal gets its name for its large . They can reach feet
long and weigh up to pounds.

The two sea lions in Puget Sound are the and the
Both species are found lounging on or floating
The stellar sea lion can reach feet in length and weigh up to a
The sea lion is smaller, up to feet in length and
pounds.

sea lion.

rafts.

Sea otters are very effective of sea ! .and
, and can completely strip an area of these organisms. This is good for the

and seaweed growth but is a problem with commercial
. Otters spend nearly their life in the water and do not

have to come ashore to have their . They will often wrap themselves in kelp
fronds when , letting the waves roll past, Otters are most often alone or in

and are found in the Islands and open
areas, Otters can grow to feet in length and weigh up to

pounds.
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Let's model it  Keeping warm

How do animals keep warm in cold water? On land, we wear warm clothes and can put more
on or take them off to adjust our body temperatures when we are hot or cold. Mammals
swim in dif'ferent temperatures of water. How do they adjust their body temperatures>
Mainmals have a layer of fat, called blubber, which provides excellent insulation. We are
going to perform an experiment to see how well a layer of fat can insulate against cold.

Divide with your classmates into teams.

Gather the following materials:
1 gallon of water
1-gaHon bag of ice
baking pans
clear plastic cups or small yogurt containers
solid vegetable shortening
spoon

2 small 35 mm film canisters per team
2 thermometers per team
clock, stopwatch, or egg timer

Procedure

1. Fill your cup 1/2 full with solid shortening
2. Fill 2 film canisters with hot tap water

Press 1 of the canisters into the shortening, leaving about half the layer of shortening
between the canister and the bottom of the cup. Don't sink the canister all the way to
the bottom of the cup. Leave about 1 cm �/2 inch! of shortening below the canister,
so that shortening surrounds the canister.
Place a thermometer in each canister and record each temperature.

5, FiH a baking pan or dishpan with water and lots of ice.
6. Take the temperature of the ice water in the pan and record.
7. Place the cup and the other film canister in the pan of ice water.
8. Take the temperature of both canisters every minute for five minutes and record.
9. Check again in 20 or 30 minutes and record.

What were the starting temperatures of the canisters?
With shortening: Without the shortening:
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Whv did we take the starting temperatures of the canisters?

What was the temperature of the ice water?
What was the temperature in the canister surrounded by shortening in the ice water?

What was the temperature of the canister not surrounded by the shortening in the ice water?

Whv were the temperature readings in the different canisters not the same?

Whv did we use two canisters in this experiment?

What else could we use as an insulator in this experiment?

Connect to the exPerts

See the following Web sites for more information.

Epcot Discover Center - The living Seas
bttP //uwu.intercot. corn/edc/Living SeasA'ndex.btml

Sea World Animal Resources
htt:!!www.acavvorld,or, infobook,htm
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Again, use the information from the CD-ROM to A11 in the blanks in the following sentences:
When you see the tab marker, move on to the next section to think about the other Puget
Sound birds,

1n winter, this gull has a head with a ear patch. 1n summer,
the head is solid . Bonaparte's gull is most common in of
Puget Sound. When swimming, the wings are crossed high above the
Bonaparte's Gull is inches in length and is seasonally abundant in

The Canada goose is one of the most common in Puget Sound. The male and female are
similar in size and both have a head with a distinctive

cheek patch, Many are permanent residents on the lakes of
Puget Sound.

The three common cormorants are the
. Cormorants frequently must

with their

, the , and the
and can be seen

spread,on shore or on a high

79

The most common ducks found in Puget Sound are the and
ducks. All ducks have differences between males and females, the males

having the brighter . Most ducks have a brightly colored wing patch called a
, The is the same color in males and females of the same

is usually the noisiest.
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The Dunlin is a member of the is

slightly curved and about the same length as the . They are uniform
in winter and cinnamon brown on the back with a

belly in spring and summer. They are long and are most common
on and

family. The

Great Blue Herons frequent and

, or rock ledges provide safe
where

sites called

Puget Sound has one of the most notable heronries. The heron is a
with a strip behind the eye and plumes
extending from the head. They are inches in length. They primarily eat small

. When in flight, they keep their folded back on their shoulder.

Island in

bird

The Common loon is nearly as large as a
spotted pattern on its
eye. They prefer

goose. The bird has a distinctive
and and a bright

waters and are noted for their

plaintive
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The two grebes common in Puget Sound are the and the
. The grebe is more common on salt water. The

grebe is almost always on fresh water. The � grebe is a small
bird with a long neck and on the front and dark on the back, It has along,
upcurved bill. The - grebe is small bird
with a short bill.
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The oystercatcher is a large bird with a distinctive
bill. After breeding season, this species may be found in flocks of up to

individuals. They feed on found on the rocks
and crevices of their habitat. They like to live on seashore
environments,

The red

noted for a distinctive

in a

is a small inch

feeding habit. These birds rapidly
with their body held high bobbing their head up and down, feeding on

and other small marine . This bird is unusual in hvo

care for the and the female has the

-colored feathers.

ways, the
more

The rhinoceros auklet has a distinctive at the base of its

and is about the same size as a , They are found
most commonly , but nest in burrows on timbered or grassy

. They are colored with a dark gray on the back and are lighter
underneath.

The snow goose is smaller than a domestic goose and can be seen in a
phase, with mixed populations of and -colored
individuals. The goose has a back with a white

and . A few thousand Snow geese of both phases are
resident in Puget Sound and seasonaHy are abundant in Skagit Valley. They are

in length and most are found in
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The tufted puffin has a body with down curved tufts behind the eyes. It has a white
with a large orange-red . This species prefers vertical

They ohen form extensive colonies nesting in burrows like the . They
are in length and can be seen in the Islands,

Let's model it/ Bird oil spill activity

The impact of environmental pollution is often difficult to see. A major oil spill, however,
provides dramatic evidence of potential impact to wildlife. Examples include damage to
feathers, killing of embryos when oil seeps into eggs, suffocation of Ash when gills are
clogged, and death to marine and terrestrial animals from ingesting oil-contaminated food
and water. What happens when we pour oil into water? How does it impact birds?

Gather the following materials:
Cooking oil
Shallow containers such as large margarine tubs
Eyedropper
Hand lens
Molasses

Feather -natural

Liquid detergent  Dawn dishwashing liquid is best!
Four hard-boiled eggs for each student or team

Procedure

Phase 1

1. Peel one hard-boiled egg to use as your control  to compare with the oil-soaked
eggs!

2. Put equal amounts of oil and molasses into a shallow container to cover three hard-
boiled eggs.

3. Add 3 hard-boiled eggs
4. Remove the first egg after 5 minutes; peel off the shell and observe.

Describe how the first egg looks:
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Draw a picture of vour Arst egg.

6. Remove a second egg after 15 minutes; peel off the shell and observe.

Describe how the second egg looks:

7. Draw a picture of your second egg.

8. Remove a third egg after 50 minutes; peel off the shell and observe.

How does the third egg look?

9. Draw a picture of your third egg.
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What changes did you see in the eggs?

Phase 2

1. Examine a feather with a hand lens.

2. Sketch what you see.

3. Dip the feather in water for 1 minute.
4. Examine with lens, sketch and label:

5. Dip feather in oil for 1 minute.
6. Examine with lens, sketch and label:

7. Clean the oily feather in a detergent solution, rinse, and dry.
8. Examine with a hand lens, sketch and label.
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9. t:ompare all your sketches and write down the differences you
observe.

What changes did you see in the feathers?

How couM the oil acct the bird's ability to fly?

How could the oil affect reproduction of birds?

Connect to the experts

See the foHowing Web sites for further activities and information.

http: //u wm~guidezone.ski. corn!s5 45.htm
http: //www.encbantedlearning.corn/subjects/wbaleslactivitieslwhaletemp/ates/Graytemp

late.sbtml

http: //wu w. rider. edu/users/grusbow/bumor/some/whale. btml
http: /lwww p~p. corn/whale/
http: //wum. u baiesfilm.corn/char. htm
http: //search. netscape.corn/Science/Environment/Education
http: //u u u.fish. uashington.edulresearcbluet/Other%et.html
http:/lfamilyeducation.corn/article/0,1120,1-4953,00.html
http.//familyeducation.corn/topic/front/0,1156,1-4774,00.btml
http: /lu ww. washington. edu/burkemuseumlmammals, html
http;//courses, washington. edu/vsemi narlmain.hfml
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Status

In tl>i» section of The Sorrnd Cl!-ROM, we look at detenninin<g
the status of Pu<,et Sound. 'Status refer» a complex puzzle
involving manI, factors. The puzzle pieces include Water
Quality, Air Quality, Waste, Abundance, and Outlook.

To see the puzzle pieces, roll oier each section ivith the mouse. Select a category
by clicking one of the puzzle pieces. If at any time you ivant to return to the
beginning of the Status section, click on the home button that looks like a puzzle
piece in the bottom left corner. When you are ready, click on the puzzle piece

marked Water Quality.

Water Quality

Do it.r

Before we begin, look closely at the picture of the city in the background. What do you see'!
Hoiv do vou think the industries on I'uget 'Sound impact our Water Quality> What type of
actions put the health of the atmosphere, forests, grasslands, bodies of water � and the
economies that depend on these natural systems � in jeopardy!
r<

Click on the blue water drops from left to right to discover the current news regarding the
condition of Puget Sound ivater quality, Read the news to dIscover the information to fill in
the blanks in the sentences beloiv:

J iVews

Marine fish populations are dramatically. Harvest rates of many Puget
Sound fish are at their level in i5 vears, At least Puget
Sound salmon stocks are extinct and another stocks are threatened.

ileivs

Vews

in four urban i» Puget Sound are so
that they have been declared 1'ederal

The

IJ

presence of :md
systems and improperly managed farm animals
levels Jn of
exceed ivater quality standards. Five of the

coliform bacteria indicate the

ivaste mainly from failing septic
coliform bacteria

rivers and streams that are monitored
major rivers exceed standard».



incidencesites. English sole  bottom dwellers! from these sItes have a
of disease.

News

For the first time since 1993, the State 1!epartment of Health more
commercial shellfish growing areas than it downgraded. commercial shellfish
growing areas. totaling acres. wet e upgraded, compared ivith
acres downgraded.

New»

Prior to

of the

J Views

There has been a significant increase in
action focused on solving I'uget Sound water

activity 'uld
problems.

Write it/

Write a paragraph discussing the good and bad news of Water Quality in Puget Sound.
Propose an idea that volunteers might use for a community action plan to protect the waters
in Puget Sound.

2'husk abogt i'

The button in the bottom right corner, which looks like a map, provides
individual reports from the five most populated counties around Puget
Sound. Click on a county and read the information collected froni 1990-
1995 by the Puget Sound Ambient Monitoring Program. What are the
similarities and differences in the five counties",

Since then,
control storm ivater.

lines, which will

iias barely considered t threat to water quality.
jurisdictions in Puget Sound have begun to

cities are separating storm water and
pollution during storms.



What;lre the simil u ities?

What are the differences?

Click on the blue water drop in the bottom left corner to return to the%ater
Quality page. Click on the home puzzle piece in the bottonl left corner to return home to
the main menu for Status.

Air Quality

Return to the top menu bar and click on Air Quality below
the Status menu. t.tse information from the narration and

the CD-AO;1I text to describe the following:

What is necessary for a good air day?

What happens on a bad air day?



What is smoggy air?

List the six common air pollutants
I.

Z 3.

G.

Click on the More Info. button, next to the car, to learn more about air po11utants,

What is the number of days air qua]ity did not meet health standards between 1985 and
1990?

Return home by clicking onto the home puzzle piece.

Waste Management

Do it!

Click on the Waste Management puzzle button to read about waste
and the, four "Rs" of Waste Management in Puget Sound. Fill in the
blanks of the following sentences.

What is waste?

Reduce

Reuse

Recycle
Rethink
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Click on the button marked Recycling,

Again, using the information from the CD-ROTI, fill in the blanks in the following sentences:

Washington state has become the in reducing and recycling our
wastes. Recycling make a difference in the environment.

Click on a recyclable to find what can and cannot be done in recycling. Complete the
following chart:

Click on the button marked Solid Waste.
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Solid waste is the waste we put into , from to
materials. Hazardous waste includes, pesticides, , motor oil,

and toxic chemicals. Washington residents generate
Ibs/pen'week, which adds up to over a of garbage per person each

year. The good news is that % of the solid waste generated is . The
rest must be hauled to a for disposal.

Click the button marked Hazardous Waste.

Most of the hazardous waste generated in our area is from . Improperly
disposed hazardous waste can surface and water and cause
health and sal'ety emergencies. Washington State law requires industries to investigate
options for the generation of pollutants. Hazardous waste is also
generated by disposing of chemicals in the
on the , and into drains. Household hazardous waste collection
facilities are available for items like

, paint, products, and

Click the next tab marked What You Can Do.

List six things you can do to help eliminate pollutants:
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='/:-'
Return home by clicking onto the home puzzle piece.

Abundance

Doit!

Click on the Abundance puzzle button, to read about the number
and variety of species in Puget Sound. Using the information, fill in
the blanks in the following sentences:

What are six factors that influence the populations of species in Puget Sound?
l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

b.

How many species of fish are in the area?
How many species of marine mammals?
How many species ofseabirds?

Think ahouti t!

Click on the picture to the right of the words

Using the information from the CD-ROM, fill in the blanks in the following sentences:

Wild salmon are totally dependent on the health of the
reproduction. They need water and a
trend toward wild salmon survivial.

Four reasons for the decline in wild salmon are loss, changing
conditions, pressure, and the introduction of

fish into wild stocks. Toxic chemicals in urban waterways
growth and cause deficiencies in juvenile salmon.

environment for

stream. There is a clear
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Factors preventing recovery of fish populations include , loss
and degradation of and near shore habitats, predation pressures from

marine mammal populations, and unfavorable environmental conditions
winter temperatures.such as

Click on the back button to return to the Abundance section,

Click on the picture to the right of the words.

Use the CD-ROM to help you fiH in the blanks in the following sentences.

Marine mammals are dependent on good
for their health.

or visit Puget Sound.

quality and undisturbed
species of marine mammals live in

, and
permanent residents.
Marine mammals are threatened in indirect ways by the following huinan activities:

l.

whales are

Wildlife biologists believe that the disappearance of
from south Puget Sound is the result of ship traffic, capture in

iishing nets, and perhaps contamination.

Click the Back button to return to the Abundance section.

Other examples of fish in Puget Sou
, and

Wildlife gathers

nd include

. The Washington Department of Fish and
on the levels of fish in Puget Sound.



Click the picture to the right of the words.
Fill in the blanks in the following sentences:

Threats to birds from human activity include from oil spills,
from the ingestion of shot, entanglement in marine

problems from the accumulation of , and loss
, feeding and

debris,
of habitat critical to bird

, bird populations concentrate more in protected areas and along
than during the summer.

During the

The most common shorebird species in Puget Sound during the winter is the
comprising over 90% of the shorebirds in the sound. Wintering populations may exceed

birds.

The total number of species of shorebirds
and Admiralty Inlet.

is highest in the

occurs in north Puget Sound,The greatest total number of shorebirds
particularly in

, and Samish Bay.

The number of young bald eagles produced each year in the Puget Sound Basin has
increased by more than since 1980.

Spotted owl and the marbled murrelet are on the

Click the Back button to return to the Abundance section.
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Seabird populations in Puget Sound are more than as abundant in the winter as
in the are the dominant populations during summer,

and geese are the most numerous groups in winter. The composition of bird
groups within the two seasons has been fairly



Click the picture to the right of the words.

Use information on the CD-ROM to fill in the blanks in the following sentences:

However, contamination of commercial and recreational
beds is a widespread problem that has serious
cultural consequences. Fecal contaminations come from an
waste.

and

High bacterial counts have been traced to:
l.

2.

3
4.

How many beaches were open to shellfish harvest in 1996?
How many beaches were closed to harvest?
How many needed to be monitored more for classification?

Click the little shell button in the middle of the screen that says "Click!"
What is the good news from the ambient monitoring program?

Click the Sack button to return to the Abundance section.

Click the button in the lower right corner marked What Yotj Can Do.

Vkat are six things an average citizen can do to defend against the disappearance of a
species?

95

Preliminary monitoring shows no dramatic increase or decrease in shellfish abundance with
high concentration of clams, Native clams, and

clams on many Puget Sound beaches.
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Connect to the experts

See the following Web sites for more information,

River Flow from the National Weather Service Forecast 05ce, Seattle, Washington
http.//utu>u>, seaufo, noaa,gov/driver

National Water-Quality Assessment Program - Puget Sound Basin
bttp://u~wu>du>atcm. n:r. usgs.gov/ps. nau qa.html
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Marine AA'airs

Native Culture

Do it!

Listen to the narration of Frank Parker. Click on the Native American section from the

menu under Marine on the Tool bar. Then click on the History button to read the
information about the historical record of Puget Sound. Using the information from the CD-
ROM, fill in the blanks of the following sentences.

"We wish to consider the

and salmon for our grandchildren," Frank
We hope for an abundance of clams

tribal elder.

Think about i'

There are four sections under the History button on the CD-ROM. Click
on the History button and listen as the narrator discusses the history and culture of the
Native American people of Puget Sound. Use the information to fill in the following sentences.

The Indians within this ecosystem formed a pattern of
the Sound. , not overkills, was a way of life.

populations fringing

Archaeological Records

At on central Puget Sound fishers,
! and , flourished over 4,00G years ago. A

for the West Point Wastewater Treatment Plant revealed an

site thought to be years old. The site was discovered
feet below sea level. Scientists found , bones, and
numerous other indications of Puget Sound's original inhabitants. Records from the dig at

recent
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In this section of the CD-ROM, we look at how the waters of Puget Sound connect people and
cultures. The water connects the people of the past with the people of the future. The Native
American challenge is to be stewards of the land and our natural resources. There are five
sections for us to have fun exploring: Native Culture, Economic, Agencies, Laws, and
Salmon. The Native Culture section wiII help us understand the Native people of Puget
Sound by looking at their history, treaties, nations, and continuity.
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West Point are stored at the University of Washington, Seattle, in the

Artifacts

Use colored pencils to draw and color pictures of the following artifacts.

Coiled Basket Oil Dish ivy GaugeHuman Figure

Non-native IILAuence

Early western explorers included Captain and Clark.
They were astounded by the wealth of . Tribal traditions and values said the
natural resources were gifts from the and must be treated with
Whites brought a different . Nature was to be
and in the pursuit of wealth. Changes that took place in the
natural resources included the loss of and the disappearance of

Let's model it 

Making a Native American Basked of Western Red Cedar Bark
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The western red cedar is a symbol of the reciprocal relationship that connects man with his
environment. A vital part of Native American cultural expression and daily life can be found in
their craftsmanship with the cedar. Today, the current health of our forest, fish, water and
community productivity can be measured by the status of the western cedar.
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These instructions are for a beginner's level basket and use materiais that have been
respectfully gathered in the Pacific Northwest.

Materials

Western red cedar bark for the spokes and weavers
14 spokes  five-eighths inches wide, 24 inches long, 'quarter thick'!
3-4 weavers  one half-inch wide, 25 inches! ong, 'dime thin' !
1 rim piece t,one half-inch wide, Z2 inches long, 'quarter thick'!
Rafia

Tools required
Basketry scissors, knife, awl, heavy needle, ruler, tub for soaking materials in water,
clothespins, towels

Preparing the materials
Soaking and mellowing
1. Soak the red and yellow cedar bark one to two hours in warm water or overnight in cold

water. Put something heavy over the top of the bark to weight it down, maidng sure all the
bark is submerged.

2. The sweet grass and other materials that will be used to twine with should be misted with
water and wrapped in a damp towel and meHowed a few hours or overnight.

Base spoke layout � creating your basket

Laying out the base spokes  bottoxn of the basket!
<I~~J ~�' q I, Lay out seven 24-inch strips vertically and edge-to-edge

on the table. I.ay a spoke weight or something like a brick
across the spokes on one end. Measure for the center of
the basket bottom.

2. The strips are 22 inches long � so l 1 inches down
from the top of the tape is the center where the first
horizontal spoke  ¹I! should be placed in an over-one-
and-under-one pattern. The cedar, when properly soaked,
is very pliable, and while installing the base spokes, bend
each of the verticals over and fold down, holding them in

place while laying in the horizontal base spoke. Then bend the verticals back down while
holding the horizontal base spoke. Bend the verdcals back down while holding the
horizontal base spoke in place. The cedar bark wiH shrink when it dries so the closer
your basket is woven the tighter everything will be when it dries,

3. Install the following spokes � three more  ¹2, ¹3, ¹4! on one side of the center spoke in
the over-one, under-one pattern. Then install the last three spokes  ¹5, ¹6, ¹7! on the
opposite side of the center spoke. Fine-tune and pack the base. Check to see that
everything is even � the unwoven spoke length should be equal in length to the opposite
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sides, Adjust the spacing of the spoke so everything is straight and equally spaced. The
base should be equal length and square when measured diagonally,

Twining the basketTWINE DIAGRAM ¹I

TWINING DIAGRAM ¹2

7. At the corners make two half twists and
lay a strand in front and a strand
behind the next spoke and continue
twining to the next corner. Only do this
corner twist on the first row of twining.

8. Twine completely around the base two
times. You may need to add a length
to a short end by splicing or tying on a
new length of ra5a.

9. To end the twining, twine one spoke past the start and
tie the ends together and tuck the ends down into the

twining or trim the ends no less than one half inch.

Upsetting the basket

Fold the spokes over on themselves to make a crease at the bottom edge of the basket. The
spokes won't stay in this position yet � you are just establishing the edge hy creasing.

Weaving the first row

1. Choose one of your 25-inch weavers and check that it is still pliable from soaking and
mellowing. In the center of a side of the basket, place the tip of your weaver behind a

1. Twining around the base wiH secure the base weaving
and ready the basket for upset, The 'good' side of the
basket should be face down. Tie two pieces of raffia
together  thin end to thick end! and loop over a spoke in
the center of one side  spoke ¹ I in the diagram! .
2. Twimng is a two-strand process of twisting two strands
together between each spoke working from left to right.
5. The strand that is furthest to your left � strand 'A' � is

I first to twine.
4. Bring strand 'A' in front of spoke ¹1 and loop it behind
spoke ¹2 and bring forward, then puH down firmly.

5. Take the left strand '8' and bring it in front of spoke ¹2 to the right, then behind the
spoke ¹5, and around to the front.

6. Keep repeating this process while alternating twines and spokes and pulling down snugly.
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spoke and attach with a clothespin. IMPORTANT � refer to the underside of your basket
when choosing a spoke to begin weaving opposite from the row below  in the base!.
Weave over-one, under-one all the way around. Every other spoke will be lying down at
this point. To end this round of weaving overlap the weaver ends three spokes over.

2. For this basket you wiH be doing two to three rounds of twining after each weaver � the
choice is purely decorative! Tie two lengths of raflia together  thick end to tip end!.
Beginning at the weaving overlap, loop the raffia over an 'under' spoke as you did the
ra5a earlier. Make sure the knot is on the inside of the basket. This will be the most
diicult row of weaving and twining, but BE PATIENT! � a neat beginning will make for a
straighter and more balanced basket.

Packing and weaving
Packing the rows or weaving is required for smooth even sides. After each row of weaving
and twining, while pulling up gently on each consecutive spoke, use your awl, pack the
weaving, and twining down.

Rim directions � lash, fold and flip

I, The spoke length should be at least I 3/4 inch even
lengths all the way around. Dip your basket top for a couple of
minutes in warm water making sure the spokes are good and
pliable for folding and flipping. Take out your twenty-two inch
rim strip � is it still wet enough to work with? Choose a nice
long piece of ra%a.

Choose a center spoke along the side of the basket and
insert the rim support behind your chosen spoke. A three-
quarter inch tail should show to the left of the spoke and the
long length is out to the right waiting to be lashed. Slip the raffia
lasher to the left of the spoke and under the rim support. Leave
a three-inch tail on the raflia lasher down inside the basket,

Lush � the lasher is hanging in front, on the left side of
the spoke and under the rim, Pull the lasher up and across the
spoke and then down and behind the rim. The lasher is once
again forward and should always end up in this position.

Fold � fold the spoke you just cross-lashed diagonally
to the nght at a 45 degree angle. The bottom edge of the folded
spokes should foHow evenly around the top row of the twining.

«, «��Elsp � while holding the folded spoke in place with your
left-hand, reach under the rim and 'flip' the next spoke forward.

This new spoke wiH hold the last one in place.
3. Continue the lash-fold-flipping process until you reach the last spoke of your basket,
4. To end the rim, loosen the Brst two lashings with an awl and trim and tuck the remaining
tail under the loosened rim beginning on the inside. Fold the last spoke over and tuck the tip
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into the space between the inside rim and the first folded spoke, Re-tighten the first two
lashings, Thread the lasher end into a tapestry needle and thread the lasher through to the
inside of the basket. Tie the two ends together and thread the ends down through some
weaving.

Finish clean your basket � trim up long ends or grass or bark and do a final shaping of
your basket. Your basket may have a square bottom and round body shape or you can crease
the edges again to have a very square shape. I sometimes lay a book across the top of the
basket overnight so the bottom will be nice and flat.

This pattern upas generously provided by Kathy Ervin for the students of Puget Sound. 1Ve
request that you be responsible in gathering materials from the environment, Please
contact Kathy Ervin for materials or other basket Patterns.

PREPARED WESTERN RED CEDAR BARK

Eight ounces prepared for this basket available for $30.

THE BASKETRY STUDIO

Kathy Ervin
330 Carlsborg Road
Sequin, %A 98382

phone: 360-683-0050
katerl ienfor u,ard. corn

Click on the Treaties, Nations, and Continuity buttons. Listen as the narrator discusses
the historical treaties of Native American leaders with national and local government oflicials
of the United States. Use the information and text to Ail in the following sentences:

Treaties

The five major treaties included;
1.
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"The right of taking, at all usual and accustomed grounds and stations, is
further secured to said Indians, in common with all citizens �."
The precise meaning of these words would be debated for 15 years until clarification by the

decision in 1974.

What are the tribes involved in each of the treaties:

1;
'7.

3
4.

5.

What was given by the Tribes in the treaties?

What did the tribes gain by the treaties?

What wouM you have changed in the treaty? Explain your answer.
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Xations

Label the map with the tribes of 1800-1850. As you label, color-code
all of the names of tribes who spoke the same language with a similar

color. Use five colors according to the different languages of the time.

Click a Nation to learn about the current status of the tribes. Write about the Indian nation
closest to where you live.

<05
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Native American llome Pages
bttp:Ilwkc'zr'.pl tt. edzrl96/L'lzzzi t ten/i zrcli aizs; htznl

Burke Museum

bltp:/lu cher.u. u asbi rzgtokz. edkr/- ikkr rkemkrS/

Anierican Historical images on File
bttp://zz'uu.sezzS.edzrlgcllibarts/azn-i zzdianlzzae/
bttp:/lu kr.u.indians. orgllzbrarg/zzzdex. btml
bttP;llkz Zz. Zz,Pit t, edkr/-lrkki t tekZ/izkdi ans. btml
bttj!illu u u. uashi nrJfozz.edhr/bzrrkeinkrsekr nlla7lthro, biz»i
bttp llzezr u.lib. zeasbi ized to». edzr/szr hj ect/Hk'stor! /tnzlnatire.btznl
http://content. lib. zz,'ashi zzgtozz. edzr/aipnzz/z'zzdex. btnzl

Right Sk~
bttp:llfami l~ edkreatio». corn/article/0.11~022-3889-0- $,00, htnzl

Economic

Do it/

Click on the Economic section of the menu to read the information about the marketplace
of Puget Sound. Listen to the narration and watch for the navigational star to roll onto the
screen. Click on the Connections, Trade, impact, and Environment pages. You may
return to the home page of Economic at any time by clicking on the little navigational star
in the lower right portion of the screen.

Connections

Chck on a picture to learn about the various means of
transporting people and products to and from Puget Sound.
Listening to the narration, click on the Port key to
learn more about the various shipping and transpo>tation
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terminals in the region. Use the information to complete the
following questions:

What are the seven major ports in the region?
l.

2.

Which of the ports is the 25th largest container port in the world?

Which port ships more container cargo to Alaska than the other ports?

Click on the Marina button at the bottom of the screen...,:.
Study the map and read the information about the region's marinas.
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Click onto the next tab marked

Click on a picture to read about products traded from Puget Sound. Vixen you have finished
hstening to the narration, click on the Trading Partners, Commodities and
Import/Export buttons to learn more about local, national and international trade from the
region. Use the information to complete the following:

Trading Partners

Puget Sound's top 10 trading partners are
numbered on the map, Click a partner to
learn more about the partners and to fiH in
the following table.
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Commodities

Use the information from the text to M in the following chart:

Connect to the exPerts

See the following Web sites for more information.

School of Marine Affairs, University of Washington
http: //uvre@'.Sma. u~ashi ngton.edu

Home Page Washington � List Commerce I industries Resources
http.//men. wa.goo/commerce.btml¹business
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Agencies

Do i'

Click an the Agencies section from the menu under
Marine Affairs on the Tao! bar. Listen to the
narration, Click on the federal agencies and state organizations hsted to the left side of the
page to read the information about the agencies serving Puget Sound. Using the information
from the CD-ROM, M in the blanks of the foHowing sentences and charts;

List three federal agencies, their locations, and what their responsibility is in Puget Sound.

Connect Io the exPerts

See the following Web sites for more information,

Washington Sea Grant Program
bttp://u ww u sg. washington. edu

Puget Sound On-Line
http;//'urn'.ua.govtpuget sound/
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Do it/

Click on the Laws section from the menu under

Marine on the Tool bar. Click onto the federal or state gavels located in the bottom right
corner of the page. Click on a law from the list on the left side of the screen to read the
information about the federal, state, and local laws protecting Puget Sound, Using
the information, fill in the blanks in the foHowing chart:

List a federal, state, and local !aw and a brief explanation of the law,

Sahnon

Do it/

Click on the Salmon section from the menu under Marine

A@airs on the Tool bar. Listen to the quote from Bill Frank, Jr.
Information about salmon species, Iifecycles, conservation efforts, and a game are included
under the buttons. Click on the brown Species button to read about the Ave major species
of salmon in Puget Sound. List each species of salmon in Puget Sound. Write a brief
description, and draw a picture of each in the following chart:
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Appendix

Essentia! Academic Learnin Ze rrirement Pa es

1. The student understands and uses scientific concepts and principles.

To meet this standard, the student wiH;
1.1 use properties to identify, describe, and categorize substances, materials,

and objects, and use characteristics to categorize living things
1.2 recognize the components, structure, and organization of systems and

the interconnections within and among them
1.3 understand that interactions within and among systems cause changes

in matter and enery

2-12; 57-86

22-38; 39-56

3-115

2. The student knows and applies the skills and processes of science and technology.

To meet this standard, the student will:

2.1 develop abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry
2.2 apply science knowledge and skills to solve problems or meet

chaHenges

3-98

108-140

3. The student understands the nature and contexts of science and technology.

To meet this standard, the student wiH:
3.1 understand the nature of scientific inquiry
3.2 know that science and technology are human endeavors, interrelated to

each other, to society, and to the workplace

87-115

87-115

Based on Washington state's K-12 Essential Academic Learning Requirements. The EALRs can be
accessed via the World Wide Web at: http:/Iw~ vv. k
. wa, trstrefor nriXA LR/defarrli, asp
Or, contact the Once of Superintendent of Public Instruction, Old Capitol Building, P.O. Box 47200,
Olympia, Washington, 98504-7200, telephone 360-753-6738.
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